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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this dissertation was to create a textbook that supplements traditional statis-
tics curriculum. Emphasis was placed on statistical computing. Multiple computing environ-
ments were used to demonstrate essential skills for the applied statistican. Mathematical theory
was developed in order to make the text self contained. A technique was developed to replace a
faulty command for computing moment generating functions within Mathematica.
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This text has grown out of the need to add computing curriculum to an upper division course
in mathematical statistics at the University of Utah. It has been designed to supplement theoret-
ical treatment of the subject at the level of Bain and Engelhardt’s Introduction to Probability and
Mathematical Statistics. Readers should have knowledge of introductory Real Analysis and Prob-
ability Theory, and some exposure to Linear Algebra. A background in computer programming
is not required.
The text gently introduces Mathematica, Maple, SPSS, SAS and R. Students develop basic
computing literacy and improve their understanding of statistics.
1.1 Many languages
Rather than focus on a single computing language we have decided to introduce many dif-
ferent environments. This is because different software can sometimes give different answers to
the same problem. The following example serves to explain how even the best of programs can
contain errors. Mathematica has recently [1] advertised:
What’s new in Mathematica 8? Mathematica 8 introduces free-form linguistic input
— a whole new way to compute. Enter plain English; get immediate results — no
syntax required. It’s a new entry point into the complete Mathematica workflow,
now upgraded with 500 additional functions and 7 application areas, including the
world’s most advanced statistics capability and state-of-the-art image processing.
This has led to confusion because the “world’s most advanced statistics capability” has been
found to compute moment generating functions incorrectly in some cases. We show an example
of this in Chapter 1. For now the lesson is simply that mistakes can happen, even with glitzy
computer packages. In order to sort through the resulting confusion one should be prepared to
work with multiple computing environments.
1.2 Educational component
In addition to computer programming, this text also teaches statistics. The five previously-
mentioned computing environments are introduced as tools to be used when solving practical
2questions that arise in the social sciences, engineering and the physical sciences. Real data are
used through the book, and after learning to carry out appropriate statistical analyses, students
can expect to find themselves comfortable with coding and also more receptive to the rigors
of theoretical statistics—the mathematical definition of a distribution makes much more sense
after seeing multiple stripcharts plotted in R.
We have chosen data that illustrate key theoretical concepts of statistics. For example, when
comparing population means, the data are such that it is not clear whether we should accept the
standard assumption of equal variances. Upon rejecting the assumption we are forced to deal
with more complicated mathematics, and in general we welcome such inconveniences within
this text. Prepare to get your hands dirty as you learn to do statistics with computers.
1.3 For the instructor
This supplemental text is meant to be used at the level of Introduction to Probability and
Mathematical Statistics by Bain and Engelhardt. It can also supplement courses that use books
such as the following: Probability and Statistics by Morris H. DeGroot, Advanced Statistics from
an Elementary Point of View by Michael J. Panik, Mathematical Statistics by Miller and Miller, and
other similar texts.
This text, Learning Statistics in the Computer Lab, is meant to supplement a year-long course
in statistics at the advanced undergraduate level or the beginning graduate level. As such, in-
structors can plan for students to complete about 25 modules. A module typically consists of
reading a section of a chapter and completing the accompanying exercises. However, some
sections are introductory and do not contain exercises. These should not be treated as modules.
Also, some sections are lengthy and can be broken into two modules. Modules can be done in
any order. However, because each chapter is devoted to a particular computing environment,
it is recommended to complete all the sections from a given chapter at once. Table 1.1 shows
a sample schedule for a year’s worth of modules. Instructors can simply specify a weekly com-
puting exercise as part of their traditional homework assignments, and then students can read
what they may of this text in order to complete the assigned exercise. Certain exercises require
datasets that can be downloaded at http://www.math.utah.edu/~knaeble/Datasets.html.
3Table 1.1. A sample schedule
Semester.Week Theoretical Topic Computing Topic Exercise
1.1 Sums of random variables MGF (discrete) 2.1
1.2 Transformation methods MGF (continuous) 2.2
1.3 Sequences MGF (using the CDF) 2.3
1.4 Central Limit Theorem MGF (piecewise) 2.4
1.5 Any Introduction to R 3.2
1.6 Any Computation in R 3.1
1.7 Common distributions Accuracy of simulations 3.3
1.8 Limit Theorems Sufficient sample size? 3.4
1.9 Any Writing programs in R 3.5
1.10 Order statistics Display of R graphics 3.6
1.11 Extreme order stats Asymptotic distributions 3.7
1.12 Cauchy distribution Extreme order statistics 3.8
1.13 Introduction to MLE Optimization 4.1
1.14 MLE continued Numerics for MLE 4.2
1.15 MLE of a vector Vectors of MLEs 4.3
2.1 Introduction to CIs Importing data 5.1
2.2 CIs continued Basic programming 5.2
2.3 Pivotal quantities CI for mean 5.3
2.4 General CI mathod CI for proportion 5.4
2.5 T and F distributions Introduction to SPSS 6.1
2.6 Hypothesis testing Continued introduction 6.2
2.7 Test assumptions Two sample means 6.3
2.8 ANOVA Three sample means 6.4
2.9 Introduction to regression Plotting in R 7.1
2.10 Simple linear regression Checking assumptions 7.2
2.11 Continuation Continuation 7.3
2.12 Lurking variables Interpreting printout 7.4
2.13 General linear model Fitting a model 7.5
2.14 Fitted coefficients Model selection 7.6
2.15 Goodness of fit R skills 7.7
2.16 Bootstrapping Using ‘apply’ 7.8
CHAPTER 2
MOMENT GENERATING FUNCTIONS WITH
MATHEMATICA
In this chapter we learn how to compute moment generating functions with Mathematica.
In general, Mathematica can effectively compute moment generating functions. However, in
certain instances a particular procedure will result in an incorrect answer. We illustrate this
pitfall in Section 2.2.3.
2.1 Useful formulas
Moment generating functions are related to Laplace transforms, the latter of which can often
be obtained via computational software. In this preliminary section we lay out the mathematics
that relates moment generating functions to Laplace transforms.
Recall that the moment generating function, M(t ), of a real-valued, random variable X is
defined as
MX (t )= E(e t X ).
The cumulative distribution function, F (x) = P [X ≤ x], can then be employed to express this
expectation as an integral:
E(e t X )=
∫ ∞
−∞
e t x dF (x).
When X is discrete, taking the values, {xi }∞i=1, each with probability pi , where
∞∑
i=1
pi = 1, then this
integral can be written as a sum:
MX (t )= E(e t X )=
∫ ∞
−∞
e t x dF (x)=
∞∑
i=1
e t xi pi . (discrete case)
When X has a probability density function f (x) then the expectation can be expressed as
E(e t X )=
∫ ∞
−∞
e t x dF (x)=
∫ ∞
−∞
e t x f (x)d x.
The form of this integral is reminiscent of the two-sided Laplace transform of the function f (x).
We will be interested in the one-sided Laplace transform, because it is readily implemented
within Mathematica.














Pay attention to the minus sign in the exponent, and the bounds on the integral. They
distinguish the Laplace-transform integral from the moment-generating-function integral in the
case where the random variable has a probability density function. If we further assume that the
random variable is non-negative valued then we have the following.
MX (t )= E(e t X )=
∫ ∞
−∞
e t x dF (x)=
∫ ∞
−∞
e t x f (x)d x =
∫ ∞
0
e t x f (x)d x =L { f (x)} (−t ).
Even if we allow negative values, as long as the random variable has a probability density func-
tion, we can proceed by splitting the domain of integration and then manipulating the expres-
sions until we get (roughly) two Laplace transforms.
MX (t )= E(e t X )=
∫ ∞
−∞
e t x dF (x)=
∫ ∞
−∞




e t x f (x)d x+
∫ ∞
0




e−t x f (−x)d x+
∫ ∞
0
e t x f (x)d x
=L { f (−x)} (t )+L { f (x)} (−t ).
For random variables that are neither discrete nor continuous (for such an example see [6],
Chapter 6, Section 3) we can still use the Laplace transform. In fact, the following formula can be
derived (see Section 2.3):
MX (t )=−tL {F (−x)} (t )+ tL {1−F (x)} (−t )+1. (general formula)
This result shows the general utility of the Laplace transform when computing moment gener-
ating functions. It is recommended to use this most-complicated formula when F (x) is more
readily defined than f (x). When f (x) is readily defined or when the random variable is discrete,
the previous formulas can still be used. Table 2.1 summarizes what we have developed thus far.
2.2 Computing with Mathematica
Here we will examine how a computer algebra system, such as Mathematica, can help with
the computation of moment generating functions. For further reading on Mathematica see [2].
6Table 2.1. Formulas for moment generating functions MX (t )


















f (−x)} (t )+L { f (x)} (−t )
• real-valued −t (L {F (−x)} (t )+ tL {1−F (x)} (−t ))+1
2.2.1 Discrete random variables
We begin with a generic discrete random variable X , taking countably many values {xi }∞i=1,
each with probability pi where
∑∞
i=1 pi = 1. As shown in Section 2.1 the moment generating
function MX (t ) is given by
∑∞
i=1 e
t xi pi . So if the points xi and the probabilities pi are given by
formulas, we can try the following command:
Sum[Exp[tx_i]p_i,{i,1,Infinity}]
Slight modifications may prove beneficial. For example, if X ∼ POI (µ) then it makes sense to
shift the indexing set to include zeros, so that xi = i and pi = e−µµi /i ! for i = 0,1,2, ..., and the
moment generating function can be obtained with the following command:
Sum[Exp[t i]Exp[-\[Mu]]\[Mu]^i/(i!),{i,0,Infinity}]
If using Mathematica-8.0.0 or higher there are many built in statistical tools. In fact, for common
distributions such as the Poisson distribution, POI(µ), the moment generating function can be
computed directly, using the following command:
MomentGeneratingFunction[PoissonDistribution[\[Mu]],t]
7The beginner should take note that within Mathematica ‘enter’ merely moves the cursor to the
next line. ‘shift-enter’ is required to execute a command. To see exactly what Mathematica
displays after entering the previously mentioned command see the supplementary material.
2.2.2 Working with a probability density function
When a probability density function exists it can be used to define the distribution. Once de-
fined, the distribution’s moment generating function can be obtained by using ‘MomentGenerat-
ingFunction’. Alternatively, one can apply the Laplace transform to the density directly. We illus-
trate both of these techniques for exponential distributions and just the latter Laplace-transform
technique for the double exponential distribution. As we will see in the following section, the
Laplace-transform technique can be more reliable.




We will use this family of functions to define the exponential family of distributions within Math-
ematica. First we define the family of functions:
f:=(1/\[Theta] Exp[-x/\[Theta]])Boole[0<x]
Then we define the family of distributions, labeled with ‘exp’:
exp[\[Theta]]=ProbabilityDistribution[f,{x,0,\[Theta]}]
‘MomentGeneratingFunction’ then computes the moment generating function. To view the whole
sequence of commands and the result as displayed within Mathematica see the supplementary
material.
Because exponential distributions are absolutely continuous and defined on positive real
numbers, their moment generating functions can be obtained by computing a single Laplace
transform, evaluated at −t , as outlined in Section 2.1. In Mathematica this involves (again)
defining the function.
f:=(1/\[Theta] Exp[-x/\[Theta]])Boole[0<x]
Then the Laplace transform can be computed, via
LaplaceTransform[f,x,-t]
The result can be simplified by typing ‘Simplify[%]’. For a picture of the resulting Mathematica
output see the supplmentary material.
8Next we focus on the double-exponential family of distributions. A random variable with a




Since the double-exponential distribution is defined on the entire real line, a single Laplace
transform will not suffice for computing the moment generating function. However, since the
double-exponential distribution is absolutely continuous, we can use the ‘continuous case’ for-
mula from Section 2.1 on page 5, which expresses the moment generating function asL
{





(−t ). In order to implement this within Mathematica we define both f (x) and f (−x)
which we will label with g.
f:=1/(2\[Theta]) Exp[-Abs[x-\[Eta]]/\[Theta]]
g:=1/(2\[Theta]) Exp[-Abs[-x-\[Eta]]/\[Theta]]
The Laplace transform calculations can be carried out as long as we specify that η is a real
number.
Assuming[Element[\[Eta],Reals],LaplaceTransform[g,x,t]+LaplaceTransform[f,x,-t]]
To view the entire ouput see the supplementary material
While the calculation could have been done by hand, our computational techniques work




Its moment generating function can be computed through repeated integrations by parts, but
this approach is tedious and prone to errors. We have at our disposal two separate techniques
that can both be applied quickly. To view Mathematica commands that demonstrate the equiv-
alence of both techniques see the supplementary material.
2.2.3 Working with a distribution function
In this section we explore the possibility of defining a distribution within Mathematica by
specifying not the probability density function, but rather the cumulative distribution function.
9This generalizes the approach of the previous section so that we are equipped to handle any
random variable, not just discrete or absolutely continuous random variables. We first illustrate














Figure 2.1 displays the graph of F (x), which can be defined in Mathematica as follows:
F:=Piecewise[{{x/4+1/2,-1<=x<=1}},ArcTan[x]/\[Pi]+1/2]
We then proceed to define the distribution, labeled as ‘dist2’, by specifying its cumulative
distribution function (F ) and also its range.
dist2=ProbabilityDistribution[{"CDF",F},{x,-Infinity,Infinity}]
Then we can compute the moment generating function. To view the complete set of commands
and the resulting output see the supplementary material, where results obtained via the Laplace
transform method are displayed as well. Presumably these results should match , but there is a
concern that runs deeper than simply comparing the answers to see if we entered the code cor-
rectly. As the following simple example illustrates, the ‘MomentGeneratingFunction’ command






Figure 2.1. The graph of F (x) from (2.1)
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should not be applied to a distribution containing any point masses! Figure 2.2 displays the code
(along with a plot) that we might mistakenly use to compute MX (t ) with X defined via
F (x)=

0 x ≤ 0
x 0< x < 1/2
1 1/2≤ x.
The result can be seen to be incorrect through a direct computation (see exercises). The les-
son here is that one should often check their results against those obtained using alternative
methods. In this case we have found the ‘MomentGeneratingFunction’ command to work fine
for absolutely continuous distributions, but it fails to account for point masses. This glitch is
currently being worked on and could be fixed in future editions of Mathematica. The suggested
fix: try using our general Laplace transform method and package it under the name ‘Moment-
GeneratingFunction’.
As a final example consider a random variable X with cumulative distribution function
In[1]:= F := Piecewise@880, x £ 0<, 8x, 0 < x < 1  2<<, 1D
In[2]:= Plot@F, 8x, -1, 1<D
Out[2]=






In[3]:= sjdist := ProbabilityDistribution@8"CDF", F<, 8x, -Infinity, Infinity<D
In[4]:= MomentGeneratingFunction@sjdist, tD
Out[4]= H-1 + ãt2L  t







−1≤ x < 0
x4+1
2
0≤ x ≤ 1
1 1< x.
Its graph is displayed in Figure 2.3. This distribution has a point mass so we should not use
the ‘MomentGeneratingFunction’ command. Instead we use the general Laplace-transform for-
mula. To view the output see the supplementary material.
Exercise 2.1. For X ∼ POI (µ) compute MX (t ) using Mathematica’s ‘Sum’ command.
Exercise 2.2. Find an absolutely continuous random variable whose moment generating function
would be difficult to compute by hand. Use mathematica and both of the above techniques to
compute the moment generating function.







Figure 2.3. A more complicated distribution with a point mass
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Exercise 2.3. With X being distributed according to the distribution function
F (x)=

0 x ≤ 0
x 0< x < 1/2
1 1/2≤ x,
compute MX (t ) = E(e t X ) =
∫∞
−∞ e
t x dF (x) by hand. Compare with the result obtained via ‘Mo-
mentGeneratingFunction’. Try using the most general, Laplace-transform formula.
Exercise 2.4. With X having probability density function
f (x)=

(x+2)/3 −2< x <−1
1/3 −1≤ x ≤ 1
(2−x)/3 1< x < 2
0 Other wi se
,
use Mathematica to compute MX (t ).
2.3 Derivation of the Laplace-transform formula
In this section we prove the validity of the following formula that expresses any moment
generating function in terms of Laplace Transforms:
MX (t )=−tL {F (−x)} (t )+ tL {1−F (x)} (−t )+1.
We begin with a lemma.




e−t x dF (x)<∞
for some t. We then have
lim
x→−∞e
t x F (x)= 0 and lim
x→∞e
t x (1−F (x))= 0.




e t x dF (x)=
∫
[−∞,0)
e t x dF (x)+
∫
[0,∞]




e t x dF (x)−
∫
[0,∞]




e t y dF (y)−
∫
[0,∞]
e t y d(1−F (y)). (2.2)
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Depending on the sign of t one of the integrals from (2.2) will be finite due to integrating a
bounded function over a finite measure; the other is then seen to be finite as well due to the













e t y d(F (y))= 0,













e t y d(1−F (y))= 0,
since each summand is negative.
Hence, when t < 0
lim
x→−∞e















e t y d(F (y))= 0.
The inequality is an equality since the integrals are positive valued. When t ≥ 0, lim
x→−∞e
t x F (x)= 0
trivially.
Similarly, when t > 0
lim
x→∞e















−e t y d(1−F (y))= 0.
Again, the inequality is an equality. Finally, when t ≤ 0 lim
x→∞e
t x (1− F (x)) = 0 trivially. This
completes the proof.
Lemma 2.2 will be employed in the proof of Theorem 2.3 below. A generalized integration-
by-parts formula will also be used (Hewitt and Stromberg [3] Theorem 21.67). Their technical
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formulation provides more generality than we need, but quickly justifies the following formally-
familiar equalities, ∫
[−∞,0]
e t x dF (x)= e t x F (x)|0−∞−
∫
[−∞,0]
F (x)te t x d x
and ∫
[0,∞]
e t x d(1−F (x))= e t x (1−F (x))|∞0 −
∫
[0,∞]
(1−F (x))te t x d x
which will be used in our upcoming derivation. Upon applying these formulas we will face the
need to evaluate F (x) at the boundary of closed intervals. According to the general integration by
parts formula, this value will always be the limit as x approaches the boundary from the outside.
We are now ready to prove the general formula.
Theorem 2.3. For any X , and t such that MX (t )<∞, we also have
MX (t )=−tL {F (−x)} (t )+ tL {1−F (x)} (−t )+1
Proof. Using the integration by parts formula of Hewitt and Stromberg,
MX (t )= E(e t X )=
∫
[−∞,∞]




e t x dF (x)+
∫
[0,∞]
e t x dF (x)−P [X = 0]
= e t x F (x)|0−∞−
∫
[−∞,0]
F (x)te t x d x−
∫
[0,∞]








(1−F (x))te t x d x−P [X = 0]
= F (0)− tL {F (−x)} (t )+1− lim
x→0− F (x)
+ tL {1−F (x)} (−t )−P [X = 0]
=−t (L {F (−x)} (t )+ tL {1−F (x)} (−t ))+1
CHAPTER 3
CONDUCTING SIMULATIONS WITH R
R is a programming language and software environment for doing statistics. The peculiar
name R is partly a play on the programming language S, partly resulting due to the fact that the
two, original authors both had first names beginning with the letter R ([11]). R is freely available
for download at http://cran.r-project.org/. The same site is useful for reading more about R. In
what follows here and in a later chapter we will focus on the statistics that R can do. In particular,
this chapter will demonstrate how R can be used to conduct simulations.
3.1 Basic computation
We first learn how R can act as a fancy calculator. R does operations on real numbers as
we will see shortly. This should be viewed as a special case of R doing operations on matrices
(a one by one matrix is a real number). Matrices are in turn special cases of arrays (a Matrix
is a two-dimensional array) so we could say that R does operations on arrays, but to keep this
introduction simple we prefer to state that R does operations on matrices. Thus, if your linear
algebra skills are not up to par, now is the time to review. An excellent resource is Gilbert Strang’s
book (Linear Algebra and its Applications [9]). With a solid understanding of linear algebra it
becomes expedient to think of a dataset as a matrix, especially when the data are numeric. The
observations are the rows of the matrix and the variables are the columns of the matrix. Keep
this in mind as we learn here how to work with matrices using R.












‘log’ by itself is the natural log.
Here we move onto vectors, starting with a short vector of length one. We are defining these
objects on the right and labeling them with the symbol to the left. In between we see ‘< −’






[1] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 5 4 8
‘seq’ makes a sequence of numbers, in this case 1 through 12. ‘c’ stands for concatenate. We
concatenate ‘z’ to ‘y’ resulting in ‘a’. We have defined the objects ‘x’, ‘y’, ‘z’, and ‘a’. We display an
object, such as ‘a’ by typing the name, ‘a’, and then hitting enter. We can think of one-dimensional
lists of numbers such as these as vectors.




[1,] 1 6 11
[2,] 2 7 12
[3,] 3 8 5
[4,] 4 9 4
[5,] 5 10 8
> B<-matrix(y,nrow=3)
> B
[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4]
[1,] 1 4 7 10
[2,] 2 5 8 11
[3,] 3 6 9 12
The function ‘matrix’ snakes a vector of numbers, column wise, into the form of a matrix. We
simply stated the vector (list) of numbers to be used and specified the resulting shape (number of
rows, number of columns) of the resulting matrix. The length of the vector of numbers combined
with the number of rows or number of columns is enough to determine the shape.
The syntax is not as tricky as it may appear. The function ‘matrix’ has many arguments. We
specified two. The remaining, unspecified arguments are set to the defaults. When wanting to
learn more about a function one can always get help (within R) by typing ‘?’ followed by the
function name.
In contrast to the curved brackets that are commonly used with functions, we use square











Remember, operations such as these correspond to cutting to certain parts of your dataset that
happen to be of interest.
Here are some standard mathematical operations: ‘t’ for transpose, ‘solve’ for inverse, ‘eigen’
as a function that computes eigen values and vectors, ‘diag’ as a function that isolates the diago-



















What matrix operations correspond to adding new observations or variables to datasets? In the
following ‘r’ in ‘rbind’ stands for row, ‘c’ in ‘cbind’ stands for column.
> A
[,1] [,2] [,3]
[1,] 1 6 11
[2,] 2 7 12
[3,] 3 8 5
[4,] 4 9 4
[5,] 5 10 8
> B
[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4]
[1,] 1 4 7 10
[2,] 2 5 8 11
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[3,] 3 6 9 12
> rbind(A,B[,1])
[,1] [,2] [,3]
[1,] 1 6 11
[2,] 2 7 12
[3,] 3 8 5
[4,] 4 9 4
[5,] 5 10 8
[6,] 1 2 3
> cbind(B,t(A))
[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4] [,5] [,6] [,7] [,8] [,9]
[1,] 1 4 7 10 1 2 3 4 5
[2,] 2 5 8 11 6 7 8 9 10
[3,] 3 6 9 12 11 12 5 4 8
At this point we have learned how to define matrices (within R) and work with them, and (most
importantly) we have met the help command ‘?’ which is followed by a function name. A typical
technique for learning how to work with R involves first verbalizing the intention (i.e., make a
matrix) before conducting an online search (search ‘R define matrix’). The search should quickly
provide you with a function name (‘matrix’) and then you can use R to learn the details of the
function (‘?matrix’).
Exercise 3.1. Create two matrices, both with 15 rows and 5 columns. Combine them using ‘rbind’.
Combine them using ‘cbind’. Make sure to label and define your creations using <− or =. Display
the results.
Exercise 3.2. An internet search can help with many aspects of R. Search for the symbol (not simply
*) used for conducting matrix multiplication within R. Create simple two-by-two matrices and
multiply them. What happens if you use only *?
3.2 Accuracy of simulations
In this section we start conducting some basic simulations. We can simulate a random sam-
ple of size n from any distribution that is known to R. For example we can simulate samples of





Each xn is a vector of n independent and randomly drawn points from a standard normal dis-
tribution. r stands for random, and nor m stands for the normal distribution, which defaults to
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the standard normal distribution. In place of nor m we could have used exp for exponential,
uni f for uniform, etc. Lets focus on x100 for a moment. Figure 3.1 shows a histogram for this
simulated data. The command for creating such a histogram is
> hist(x_100)
We can modify the histogram so the area is equal to one. The modified histogram is displayed in
Figure 3.2. In order to modify the histogram type
> hist(x_100,freq=FALSE)
A quick note regarding ‘=TRUE’ and or ‘=FALSE’: This jargon appears when an argument can
take only two values. In this case ‘freq=TRUE’ commands for a typical histogram, where the


































Figure 3.2. A modified histogram (area=1) for a simulated random sample of 100 observations
from a standard normal distribution
alternative histogram, where the y-axis is scaled so that the histogram has total area equal to
one. Additionally, we can use the sample to construct a kernal density estimate. For reading
on the theory of kernal density estimation consult [15]. The default kernel for any sample is a
standard normal kernel.
Here is the relevant command.
> plot(density(x_100))
The resulting output is displayed in Figure 3.3 To get a feel for how simulation accuracy de-
pends on the simulated sample size n, and to illustrate some useful plotting features of R, we
plot modified histograms and overlayed standard normal curves for each of the above Xn : n =
10,100,1000,10000, all in the same graphic. To do this we prespecify that we would like four plots
in the same graphic, in a 2 by 2 fashion.
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Figure 3.3. A simulated (n=100, kernel=normal) standard normal density
par(mfrow=c(2,2))
Then we proceed with the plots, adding add = T RU E to create the overlay, and making sure to









The results are shown in Figure 3.4. For n ≥ 1000 we seem to have fairly good accuracy, but as




































































Figure 3.4. Normalized histograms for xn : n = 10,100,1000,10000 and overlayed standard
normal curves
n = 10000 or more for the histograms to repeatedly look the same for each and every simulation.
While the larger the n the better, how large is large enough will certainly depend upon many
factors (population distribution, goal of the simulation, etc). Here we simply note that for n =
1000 it seems that we can get a pretty good picture of the distribution through simulation.
Exercise 3.3. Use the internet to learn how to call (‘norm’ for normal distributions, ‘exp’ for expo-
nential distributions, etc) three distributions of your choice within R. Repeatedly simulate random
samples of various sizes from each distribution. Plot your results. How large must a simulated
sample be in order to accurately represent the true theoretical distribution?
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3.3 Simulating central order statistics
The well-known central limit theorem states the following.
Theorem 3.1. (Central Limit Theorem) Let X1, X2, ... be an infinite sequence of independent, iden-







A loose interpretation is that large-sample means have a bell-shaped density, centered around
the population mean. In this section we illustrate that this holds, not only for the sample mean,
but for the sample median, and other central quantiles as well. In what follows we use matrices
and the extremely useful ‘apply’ command, as opposed to writing loops.
We begin with a sample of size ten from the exponential distribution.
> x_10=rexp(10)
> x_10
[1] 0.96908339 1.54353661 0.17288383 0.39199554 2.63484761 0.28751601
[7] 0.93252701 1.52728164 1.42060506 0.09562766
We then compute the sample mean.
> mean(x_10)
[1] 0.9975904
It is important to remind ourselves that this is just a single instance of the mean. If we were to
do this procedure many times, we could plot all the results (each and every sample mean), and
then make a histogram or a kernal density estimate to approximate the true distribution of this
particular (average of 10 standard exponentials) sample mean. With a sample size of just ten will
the sample mean be normally distributed? See problem 3.4.
We plan to simulate 1,000 different means, each coming from a sample of 1,000 standard
exponential distributions. One way to do this is to use the ‘apply’ function. This function acts on
a matrix (its first argument). The second argument is binary: 1 for rows and 2 for columns. The
third argument is the name of a function, such as ‘mean’ that operates on vectors. The specified
function will be applied to either the rows or columns of the matrix, returning a vector of results.
The following code computes the mean of each column, resulting in a simulated sample of
1000 means.
> x = rexp(1000000)
> M = matrix(x,nrow=1000)
> m = apply(M,2,mean)
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‘m’ is then our simulated sample. Let us take a look at the kernel density estimate. The plot is
obtained with
> plot(density(m))
and it is displayed in Figure 3.5. This illustrates how the sample mean is often distributed in a bell
shaped fashion. What about the sample median? Let us simulate. We proceed as in the above





and the output is displayed in Figure 3.6. Thinking of the median as the center order statistic,














Figure 3.5. A kernel density estimate (standard normal kernal) for the density of X¯ , the mean of




























Figure 3.6. A histogram and kernel density estimate (standard normal kernal) for the density of
the median of 1,000 standard exponential random variables
we have seen (at least in the case of 1000 standard exponentials) that this statistic has a bell
shaped distribution. In fact, there are theorems (see Bain and Engelhardt, Theorem 7.51 [4])
showing that for a wide class of populations, the central order statistics, or the percentiles, are
asymptotically normal. So we expect to simulate bell-shaped distributions. In what follows we
simulate, not just the median, but 19 different percentiles (5%,10%,...,95%), all at once, each
again coming from 1,000 simulated, standard exponential points.
This is a good place for learning how to define new functions within R. Our goal is to compute
a matrix M as above, but not to apply ‘mean’ or ‘median’ to the columns. Rather, we would like to
apply the ‘quantile’ function to the columns. The ‘quantile’ function simultaneously computes
all of the specified (as additional arguments) percentiles of a given vector (primary argument).
The percentiles can be thought of as the quantiles (or approximations thereof) from the sample
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distribution Fn . However, R can’t deal with ‘apply(M,2,quantile)’ because the additional argu-
ments for ‘quantile’ have yet to be specified. A quick fix involves defining a new function.
> qbyfives <- function(x) quantile(x,c(.05,.1,.15,.2,
.25,.30,.35,.4,.45,.5,.55,.6,.65,.7,.75,.8,.85,.9,.95))
‘qbyfives’ is the name of the new function. ‘function(x)’ specifies that ‘qbyfives’ is a function and
that this new function has a single argument, namely the dummy variable ‘x’ standing for the
data to which ‘quantile’ will be applied. A space after ‘function(x)’ marks where the new function
definition begins. The definition spans two lines just for clarity of presentation; it is
‘quantile(x,c(.05,.1,.15,.2,.25,.30,.35,.4,.45,.5,.55,.6,.65,.7,.75,.8,.85,.9,.95)’
and can certainly be written on a single line within R.
With ‘qbyfives’ already defined we type ‘apply(M,2,qbyfives)’ to compute a vector of per-
centiles for each column. That is we have a two-dimensional result, 19 rows (one for each
percentile) and all of the 1000 columns. We label this result with ‘m’.
> m <- apply(M,2,qbyfives)
To visualize ‘m’ we would like to plot a kernal density estimate for each row. This requires more
coding on our part. We need two more functions. The first acts on a vector and plots a density,
the second acts on a matrix and will apply the first function to each row. We call the first function
‘dplot’ for density plot, and the second function ‘Mplot’ for matrix plot.
> dplot<-function(x) plot(density(x),main=NA,xlab=NA,ylab=NA)
> Mplot<-function(x) apply(x,1,dplot)
‘Mplot’ is then the final product and will plot the rows of a matrix. Remember, ‘x’ is just a
dummy variable. In ‘dplot’ it stands for a vector. In ‘Mplot’ it stands for a matrix. It’s whatever
you have designed your function to act on.
Returning now to our goal of simulating many percentiles at once, the following code creates
a kernal density estimate for each of the specified percentiles of a sample of 1000 standard expo-
nentials, and by using ‘par(mfrow=c(5,4)’ plots them all simultaneously on the same graphic.
> x<-rexp(1000000)
> M<-matrix(x,nrow=1000)








To view the resulting graphic see the supplementary material.
We have demonstrated the plausability that the central (even out to the extremes of the 5th
and 95th) percentiles of an exponential distribution are asymptotically normal. What if we go all
the way to the 1st and 99th percentiles?
> x<-rexp(1000000)
> M<-matrix(x,nrow=1000)







The resulting output can be seen in the supplementary material and shows that we still obtain
asymptotic normality. Only the 1st percentile has begun to skew, perhaps due to the sample size
of only 1000 and the boundary at zero. We expect boundaries to skew the results.
A uniform is bounded both below and above. The following code simulates the specified
quantiles for a standard uniform.
> x=runif(1000000,0,1)
> M<-matrix(x,nrow=1000)







As before, the results are viewable in the supplementary material, and this time there is some
skewing.
As a final experiment we substitute the fat-tailed Cauchy distribution for the uniform distri-
bution. The commands are
> x<-rcauchy(1000000)
> M<-matrix(x,nrow=1000)







and the results, viewable in the supplementary material, show plenty of skewed graphs.
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It seems that the convergence for the asymptotic normality of the percentiles, at least when
the population distribution is Cauchy, can be quite slow, especially when the percentile is ex-
treme.
Exercise 3.4. Conduct simulations to determine how large sample sizes must be so that random
samples from exponential distributions have means that are distributed approximately normally.
Exercise 3.5. Choose a distribution and conduct simulations to test the normality of the central
order statistics. The sample sizes should be how large? (hard) Can you write R code that will effi-
ciently plot many independent, simulated kernel density estimates for the central order statistics?
3.4 Simulating extreme order statistics
Extreme order statistics are not the same as the 99th percentile, the 1st percentile, or any
percentile. The difference becomes clear when thinking asymptotically. When n = 100 then Xn:n
will behave in a manner similar to the 99th percentile. As n grows Xn:n remains the maximum of
the sample, and thus we can expect for it to grow itself. On the other hand we expect the 99th per-
centile to remain in the vicinity of the 99th quantile for the population. The comparison between
X1:n and the 1st percentile is similar. Asymptotically, the same can be said for Xn−1:n , Xn−2,n ,etc
and X2,n , X3,n ,etc. They are extreme order statistics and are asymptotically distinct from any per-
centile, even a 99.999 or 0.001 percentile. For simplicity, we will focus on Xn:n as a prototypical
extreme order statistic. Our goal is to determine its asymptotic distribution.
As long as X is not constant,
P [X1, X2, ..., Xn < sup{X }]> 0,
which underscores how Xn:n is itself a random variable with its own distribution. Upon consid-
eration, the fact that Xn:n has its own distribution is not surprising. However, asymptotically,
when it does not degenerate it must be one of three types (Bain and Engelhardt, Chapter 7, [4]).
This intriguing result is sometimes referred to as the Fisher-Tippet-Gnedenko Theorem. In what
follows we will conduct simulations to illustrate the three types.
3.4.1 Type 1
When sampling from exponential, normal, or even log-normal distributions, the maximal
order statistic will have an asymptotic distribution of type 1 (Bain and Engelhardt, Chapter 7.8













‘me ’,‘mn ’, and ‘mln ’ denote random samples of maximums for exponential, normal, and log-
normal, respectively. In each case the maximum is the maximum of samples of size 1,000, and
again for each case we have 1,000 instances of the max. This simulation should provide a decent
picture of each limiting distribution. We plot the estimated densities, making use of an optional





The resulting plots can be viewed in the supplementary material. After standardization, and in
the limit, all three would converge to a type 1 distribution, also known as a Gumbell distribution.
Note that these graphs are not standardized, after standardization, and in the limit, all three
would converge to a type 1 distribution, also known as a Gumbell distribution.
3.4.2 Type 2
When sampling from a uniform or beta distribution, the maximal order statistic will have an
asymptotic distribution of type 2 (Bain and Engelhardt, Chapter 7.8 [4]). Again, we illustrate with
some simulations.



















The resulting plots, viewable in the supplementary material show yet-to-be standardized ap-
proximations to type 2 distributions, also known as Frechet distributions.
3.4.3 Type 3
When sampling from a Cauchy or slash distribution, the maximal order statistic will have an
asymptotic distribution of type 3 (Bain and Engelhardt, Chapter 7.8 [4]). This is the fat-tailed
case. The slash distribution is defined in the following way.
Definition 3.2. (Slash Distribution) Let Z denote a standard normal random variable and U an
independent standard uniform random variable. The slash random variable is defined as
S = Z /U
Use of the slash distribution within R requires the loading of a package, in this case the















The graphs are displayed as part of the supplementary material and they illustrate type 3, or
Reversed Weibell distributions.
Exercise 3.6. If X is distributed as a Gamma (X ∼G AM(θ,κ)) then the asymptotic distribution of
Xn,n will be a type 1 distribution. Illustrate this fact by conducting a simulation. When plotting
your results, include a title by using ‘main’.
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Exercise 3.7. Examine the x-axis from figures ?? and ??. The latter has a much larger range.
Explain.
Exercise 3.8. Simulate Xn:n for various n when X has a normal distribution. Simulate Xn:n for
various n when X has a Cauchy distribution.
CHAPTER 4
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION WITH
MAPLE
Maple is a computer algebra system that was developed at the University of Waterloo in
Ontario, Canada. In this section we use Maple to numerically solve optimization problems.
We begin with an example that demonstrates the need for numerical, optimization techniques
within statistics. We then learn how the techniques can be implemented within Maple in order
to solve real-world, statistical problems.
4.1 Numerics
Consider the following example that demonstrates the need for numerics.
Imagine that k different universities are involved in an effort to precisely estimate a physical
constant µ. Teams of physicists at each university use their own experimental methods and
complete their own experiment ni times. Each university thus has ni measurements of the phys-
ical constant µ. Even if we assume independence and normality it is not clear how we should
combine all the measurements into a single estimate for µ. The difficulty arises because we
have not assumed equal variances across the different experiments at the different universities.
We need to estimate k +1 parameters, namely the k group variances and the common mean µ.
Note that the mean is common across groups because it is a physical constant, presumed to be
constant throughout the Universe. We will solve this problem using numeric techniques.
In order to demonstrate the need for numerics clearly, without getting bogged down in nota-
tion, we temporarily assume that k = 2. We can then express the sample from the first university
as {x1, ..., xn1 } and the sample from the second university as {y1, ..., yn2 }. As mentioned above, the
nature of the problem assumes that µ1 = µ2 = µ, however σ21 need not equal σ22. The likelihood
function is thus a function of three unknown parameters:
L(µ,σ21,σ
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(xi −µ)2/n1 and σˆ22 =
n2∑
j=1
(y j −µ)2/n2 (4.2)
are the familiar maximum likelihood estimators for variance from the single sample setting.
Thus, we have lowered the dimension of the problem. The maximul likelihood estimator á(µ,σ21,σ22)
must satisfy á(µ,σ21,σ22)= (µˆ, σˆ21, σˆ22),







































The exponential parts can be dropped and the 1/2 factors in the remaining exponents do not
influence optimization, and thus they can be dropped as well. After generalizing to allow for
more than two experiments, the result is the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Assume that k different experiments have been carried out to measure the same
quantity µ, and that for i = 1,2, ...,k each experiment has been run ni times, resulting in the
data {x1,1, ..., x1,n1 , ......, xk,1, ..., xk,nk }. If for all i = 1,2, ...,k we have Xi =d N (µ,σ2i ) and if all















(xi , j − µˆ)2/ni .
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If the sample sizes are equal then for the purposes of optimization we can neglect the expo-
nents in (4.4) and the resultant expression to maximize is a degree 2k polynomial. Critical points
can be determined by differentiation and solving for the roots of the resulting, degree 2k − 1
polynomial. However, we might suspect from results in modern algebra that an analytic solution
for the roots of such a polynomial, especially when k is large, might be too much to hope for.
Keep in mind also that unusual samples can effect the form of such a polynomial. Thus, even in
the simpler case of equal sample sizes the analytic approach bogs down. A practical approach is
to use numerical techniques and that is what we do throughout this chapter.
4.2 Basic optimization
In this section we present two methods for finding where a polynomial attains its maximum.
These methods will be illustrated in Maple.
First we need to define the function. The following illustrates the proper syntax (note the
semicolon). The polynomial f is defined.
>f := x -> -x^4+20*x^3+1*x^2-1*x+2;
It can be evaluated at a point x0 by typing the following.
>f(x_0);
Before starting a search for a maximum it is a good idea to plot the function.
>plot(f(x));
The resulting plot is displayed in Figure 4.1. The plot can be misleading however. Make sure your
graphic captures all salient features that are relevant to optimization. This can be accomplished
by adjusting the range of x-values, as in the following example.
>plot(f(x),x=-10..25);
The resulting plot is displayed in Figure 4.2. The graphic shows us that the maximum occurs near
x = 15. To find a more exact value we first differentiate f (x)=−x4+20∗x3+1∗x2−1∗x+2 and
label it g ,
>g:=x -> diff(f(x),x);
The result is g (x) = −4∗ x3+60∗ x2+2∗ x −1 which we set equal to zero and then solve using
‘solve’ and ‘fsolve’. The output is shown in Figure 4.3. ‘solve’ produces three algebraic expressions
for each of the three roots. ‘fsolve’ produces numeric approximations for each of the three roots.
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Figure 4.1. Maple’s default plot for f (x)=−x4+20∗x3+1∗x2−1∗x+2
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Figure 4.2. Maple’s default plot for f (x)=−x4+20∗x3+1∗x2−1∗x+2 after specifying a range
of x values
Figure 4.3. Maple commands and output related to ‘solve’
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We are more interested in the results of ‘fsolve’. We have seen that argmax
x
f (x) ≈ 15. According




Next, we search for the same x that maximizes f (x) = −x4 + 20∗ x3 + 1∗ x2 − 1∗ x + 2, not by
differentiation, but by using Maple’s optimization package. We simply type
>with(Optimization);
>Maximize(f(x));
Figure 4.4 displays the output.
Exercise 4.1. At http://www.maplesoft.com learn how to work with logarithms and exponentials,
and then use Maple to define, plot and maximize h(x) = log(x)− ex on (0,∞). Where does the
maximum occur?
4.3 Vectors and matrices
In this section we learn how to define vectors and matrices within Maple. We also learn how
to define functions on the entries of vectors and matrices.
A vector v is defined with the ‘linalg’ package. For example,
> with(linalg);
> v:=vector([7,9,3]);
produces the vector (7,9,3). We can then call an entry by specifying its position.
> v[2]
returns the value 9. Matrices are similar. For example,
> M:=Matrix(2,3,[1,2,3,4,5,6]);





To isolate an entry of the matrix we specify the row and the column. For example,
Figure 4.4. Using Maple’s optimization package and the command ‘Maximize’
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> M[2,1];
will produce the number 4.
We will have the need to compute indexed sums and products. We can use ‘add’ and ‘mul’
(for multiply) respectively. For example, to sum the entries of our previously defined vector v we
type
> add(v[i],i=1..3);
Likewise, to multiply the entries of our vector v we type
> mul(v[i],i=1..3);
These operations can be combined as follows.
> mul(add(M[i,j],i=1..2),j=1..3);
The above command adds the entries within each column and then multiplies the results.
Exercise 4.2. This exercise uses select data (for simplicity) from the famous Michelson-Morley
experiment. The data has been obtained from the ‘morley’ dataset within R. Three different ex-
periments have been run 10 times each, resulting in the following observed values for the speed of














Use Maple to combine all the data into a single point estimate for the speed of light. You may as-
sume independence and normality but not equal variances across experiments. Hint: see Theorem
4.1.
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4.4 Optimization over higher-dimensional sets
As preparation for this section we first complete the exercise from the previous section in de-
tail using Theorem 4.1. With an equal number of runs, n = 10, for each of the three experiments,








(xi , j −µ)2/10
)−10
, (4.5)



















The expression from 4.5 can then be defined in Maple as follows:
> L := mu -> mul(((add((M[i,j]-mu)^(2),i=1..10)/10)^(-10)),j=1..3);







(xi , j −µ)2/10
)−10
where the maximum occurs. Based on the numerical values for the data we next plot L for
µ : µ ∈ (700,1000). The resulting graphic is displayed in Figure 4.6. We conclude from the plot
that µˆ≈ 875. In order to obtain a more precise numeric value for µˆ we use Maple’s optimization
package and the ‘Maximize’ command. Figure 4.7 shows how we are initially met with minor
errors. This is typical when working on optimization problems. Ingenuity is often required to
find a particular fix for the specific problem at hand. Figure 4.8 shows our attempt to get around
the problem by explicitly specifying an initial starting point. There is still a small problem how-
ever which is remedied by multiplying the function by the factor 10118. The result is a function
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(xi , j −µ)2/10
)−10
, obtained via ‘plot(L(mu));’
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i=1(xi , j −µ)2
10
)−10
, obtained via ‘plot(L(mu),mu=700..1000);’,
shows that µˆ≈ 875.
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Figure 4.7. ‘Maximize’ follows the gradient to the maximum, but the extremely small gradient at
the initial point results in an error.
Figure 4.8. Even with a well-chosen initial point the gradient is too small, due to the fact that the
function values are miniscule, on the order of 10−118.
that can be maximized with Maple’s maximize command and the output is displayed in Figure
4.9. Supposing that this computed value µˆ ≈ 880.848 is acceptable, we can now use this value
to estimate the variances. Maple’s output is displayed in Figure 4.10. At this point we have used
Theorem 4.1 to obtain maximum likelihood estimates for the four parameters:
(µˆ= 880.848114270578208, σˆ21 = 8098.845699, σˆ22 = 7829.023069, σˆ23 = 8790.896670).
Keep these estimates in mind as references, as we now present an alternative method that will
estimate all four parameters at once.
Assuming independence and normality and again with xi , j denoting the measurement asso-














[(xi , j −µ)/σ j ]2
))
.
Note that the variances have been used as the parameters even though their square roots appear
in the expression of the function. The relevant part of the function can be defined in Maple
as shown in Figure 4.11. A few preliminary attempts to maximize the function fail as shown in
Figure 4.12. The error states that the objective gradients at the initial point are too small. Perhaps
if we wisely choose our initial point closer to the maximum, the gradients will be large enough
for ‘Maximize’ to work. In what follows we use the grand mean as our initial guess for µ and the
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Figure 4.9. Scaling the function by a factor of 10118 allows Maple to work with the computed
gradients and find numerical values for the maximum value and the maximizing point.
Figure 4.10. Using µˆ= 880.848114270578208 to compute the maximum likelihood estimates for
the variances, following the second half of Theorem 4.1.
Figure 4.11. Defining the relevant part of the likelihood function using Maple
Figure 4.12. Even with the extra factor of 10(118) the gradients are too small
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sample variances as our initial guesses for the variances. These quantities can be specified in
Maple as shown in Figure 4.13: With our initial point wisely chosen we can now again attempt to
Maximize. The output is shown in Figure 4.14. Unfortunately, Maple is still responding with an




















as a function of the variances. These variances are large (in the thousands) and could be causing
problems for Maple. It is worth our effort to redifine the function in terms of the standard
deviations (the square roots of the variances). This can be done in Maple as shown in Figure
4.15. Now with the numbers at a more manageable size, Maple can complete the maximization
problem, as illustrated in Figure 4.16. Here is the resulting vector of estimates (rounded to four
decimal digits):
(µˆ= 880.8478, σˆ1 = 89.9928, σˆ2 = 88.4814, σˆ3 = 93.7601).
Compare it to the previous results obtained via Theorem 4.1:
(µˆ= 880.848114270578208, σˆ21 = 8098.845699, σˆ22 = 7829.023069, σˆ23 = 8790.896670).
After squaring the estimated standard deviations, so that they are readily compared with the
estimated variances, we see that both methods give comparable results.





where g is the acceleration due to gravity at or near the surface of the earth. This model was
the basis for an experiment that was run three times by undergraduate students of physics at the
University of Utah in 2003. Their resulting measurements of g were
for experiment one (9.815,9.714,9.514).
A second experiment was carried out, this time rolling solid steel balls down an incline with angle





Figure 4.13. Defining educated guesses for the initial point
Figure 4.14. Even with our wisely-choosen initial point the gradient is too small
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Figure 4.15. Redefining the likelihood function as a function of standard deviations
Figure 4.16. The maximum likelihood vector of parameters is obtained with Maple’s maximize
command
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Using this model and running the experiment three times the students recorded the following
additional measurements of g :
for experiment two (5.7582,5.7918,5.6602).
If we assume that the measurement errors are normal and that all the runs are independent, but
don’t assume equal variances across experiments, then the theory of this chapter is applicable.
However, we probably should not use it to estimate g in this case. Why not?
CHAPTER 5
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS AND HYPOTHESIS
TESTING WITH SAS
SAS stands for Statistical Analysis System and refers to both the company SAS Institute Inc.
in North Carolina and its software.
When you open a SAS session you will see multiple windows. An example is the ‘Explorer’
window as displayed in Figure 5.1. The remaining windows are pictured as part of the supple-
mentary material.
The ‘Log’ window keeps track of what has been done in SAS. After submitting a program one
can check the ‘Log’ window to see if the program ran correctly, or not.
Programs are written into the ‘Program Editor’ window.
There is also a ‘Toolbox’.
Behind these windows we find two additional windows: The ‘Results’ window and the ‘Out-
put’ window.
These six windows can be overwhelming at first but with some use one quickly becomes
familiar with the setup.
5.1 Importing data into SAS
We start by importing a dataset into SAS. Consider the dataset saved as HockeySticks.csv. The
‘csv’ stands for comma separated values. We can load the dataset into SAS as follows.
Multiple windows contain the header File, click on it and then Import Data. This will open the
Import Wizard where there are self-explanatory instructions for pointing and clicking toward the
goal of importing the data into SAS. First we select ‘.csv’ as shown in Figure 5.2. Next we locate the
already-saved dataset on our computer as shown in Figure 5.3. Then we save the dataset within
SAS as shown in Figure 5.4, and also instruct SAS to create a file of the sequence of commands
used to import the data as shown in Figure 5.5. Note that we should create our own folder to
store such files. Here we have done this and titled the folder as ‘SAS’. Instruct SAS to save the file
in your newly created folder. The file that has been created is six lines of code, ready to be used
in SAS:
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Figure 5.1. SAS: Explorer window






This code can be typed into the Program Editor and then submitted (under ‘run’) and it will
import the data. We have already done this however, using the mouse. We can check the SAS:
Log to see if SAS successfully imported the data. In order to view the data click on View and then
Explorer. Double click on Libraries and then Work (the library where we saved the data), and
then double click on HockeySticks which will produce a table.
Exercise 5.1. Access the dataset HockeySticks.csv from the course webpage and import it into SAS
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Figure 5.2. Selecting .csv
Figure 5.3. Specify where the data have been saved, use of ‘Browse...’ is OK
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Figure 5.4. Within SAS we save the data in the library WORK and label it HOCKEYSTICKS
Figure 5.5. Saving the sequence of commands to a specified filename
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5.2 Basic procedures in SAS
In the previous section we learned how to import data into SAS.
Specifically, we have a dataset named HockeySticks saved in the Work library. Its location can
be seen through the SAS: Explorer window. Click on Libraries and then Work. In order to go back
to the previous level click View and then Up One Level.
In the SAS: Program Editor we can call this data by typing Work.HockeySticks. In this section
we will learn to perform basic procedures on the Hockey Stick data.
Our first endevour is to create a summary of descriptive statistics. This is done by typing the
following lines of code into the Program Editor.
PROC MEANS DATA=Work.HockeySticks;
RUN;
This is only a two–line program. The program editor provides a place to edit many lines of code
before they are submitted.
For example, suppose we had typed
PROC MEAN DATA=Work.HockeySticks;
RUN;
into the program editor. We submit this program by clicking on Run and then Submit. The result
is an error as seen in the SAS: Log and shown here in Figure 5.6. SAS informs us that it could not
carry out the program because the procedure MEAN was not found. This alerts us to our error,
Figure 5.6. After submitting a program we can check the SAS: Log. Errors are shown in red.
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the correct syntax was to specify MEANS not MEAN. Upon correcting this and submitting the
program again we can check the log as displayed in Figure 5.7.
The program has been successfully run. The output window displays the results as shown
in Figure 5.8. You might have to resize the window or center it. SAS nicely summarizes the data
displaying the number of observations, the mean, the standard deviation, the minimum, and the
maximum.
In the case of categorical data another useful command is PROC FREQ which works analo-
gously to PROC MEANS but returns frequency statistics. Next we endevour to use SAS to create





After submitting this code the log should show a lack of errors and SAS will automatically display
the histogram as shown in the supplementary material.
Exercise 5.2. PROC MEANS automatically returns the number of observations, the mean, the
standard deviation, the minimum, and the maximum of any variables of interest. By using PROC
MEANS other statistics can be computed as well. To do this type the name of the statistic after you
specify the data. Use this technique to compute the median of the HockeySticks data.
Figure 5.7. The program, copied in the log in black writing, has been successfully run. Blue
writing summarizes what was done
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Figure 5.8. Output of the Proc Means procedure for our Hockey Sticks data.
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5.3 Two sided T-test
In the next chapter we will deal with hypothesis testing in more detail. Here we simply state
the following fact:

















is a pivotal quantity: it is distributed as a T (n − 1), which does not involve µ. The
theorem allows us to determine t1−α/2 so that
1−α= P
(










n, X¯ + t1−α/2S/
p
n) (5.1)
as a 1−α confidence interval for µ.
We now switch to the related notion of defining a hypothesis test of H0 : µ = µ0, where µ0 is





=d T (n−1). (5.2)





and reject the null if the resulting value is too extreme (as judged via the equality and T distri-
bution from (5.2). In other words, our rejection region is symmetric and consists of the tails of
T (n−1). More precisely, we reject H0 if∣∣∣∣ x¯−µ0s/pn
∣∣∣∣> t1−α/2(n−1). (5.3)
We can use SAS to simultaneously conduct such a hypothesis test and compute the associated




The output is shown in Figure 5.9. We can change the settings. For example, to test H0 :µ0 = 500
we add H0 = 500 to the commands. To alter the confidence interval we specify α: ALPH A = .1
will result in a 90% confidence interval, ALPH A = .01 will result in a 99% confidence interval,
etc. Here is an example of modified code.
PROC TTEST DATA=Work.HockeySticks HO=500 ALPHA=.1;
RUN;
The resulting output is displayed in Figure 5.10.
Exercise 5.3. Why do you think that SAS includes a confidence interval for the mean as part of its
t test output? Prove that p <α if and only if the confidence interval fails to contain µ0.
Figure 5.9. Results of our basic t test. Note that the default settings are 95% for the confidence
interval and µ0 = 0 for the null hypothesis.
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Figure 5.10. Results of our basic t test after specifying H0 :µ0 = 500 and α= .1
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5.4 Tests of proportion
Consider a random sample of independent observations of Bernoulli random variables: Xi ∼
B I N (1, p). With pˆ =∑ni=1 Xi /n the Central Limit Theorem ensures that
pˆ−p√
p(1−p)/n →
d Z ∼N (0,1).







Focus on the function
f (p)= pˆ−p√
p(1−p)/n
on the region {p : 0< p < 1}. Notice that
lim
p→0 f (p)=∞ and limp→1 f (p)=−∞.
It can also be shown that for every pˆ ∈ (0,1), and for every sample size n, that f is a strictly
decreasing function of p. The graph of f is shown for select values of p in Figure 5.11 and Figure
5.12. The confidence interval can be visualized as shown in Figure 5.13. It remains to solve for








Squaring both equations results in












)p+ pˆ2 = 0 (5.8)
















These two values of p are the bounds to our (1−α)% confidence interval. This confidence interval
is referred to as the Wilson confidence interval.
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Figure 5.11. A graph of f (p)= pˆ−pp
p(1−p)/n with pˆ = .5 and n = 10
Remember that this is an approximate (due to the Central Limit Theorem, see (5.4)) confi-
dence interval. An additional approximation can also be made that avoids the above, tedious
calculation. Instead of solving
−z1−α/2 < pˆ−p√
p(1−p)/n < z1−α/2
for p we first substitute pˆ for p in the denominator and then solve
−z1−α/2 < pˆ−p√
pˆ(1− pˆ)/n < z1−α/2
for p. This modifies 5.4 and the result is
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Figure 5.12. A graph of f (p)= pˆ−pp
p(1−p)/n with pˆ = .25 and n = 10
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Figure 5.13. After zooming in on the graph of f (p)= pˆ−pp
p(1−p)/n with pˆ = .25 and n = 10, we can
visualize our confidence interval for p as ( f −1(z1−α/2), f −1(−z1−α/2)). Note that this interval is





















This confidence interval is known as the Agresti-Coull confidence interval. SAS can compute
both the Agresti–Coull confidence interval and the Wilson confidence interval (and others), and
also conduct hypothesis tests, for proportions. After first importing the data we can type the
following commands.
PROC FREQ DATA=Work.Birthweight;
TABLES Low / BINOMIAL(AC WILSON) ALPHA=.05;
RUN;
The output is shown in Figure 5.14.
Exercise 5.4. In 1986 data was collected at the Baystate Medical Center in Springfield Massachusetts.
For each of 189 different births it was recorded whether the baby was low weight (less than 2.5 kg;
1 for yes, 0 for no). This data can be accessed in the BirthWeight dataset. Load this dataset into SAS
and construct both the Agresti-Coull confidence interval and the Wilson confidence interval for
the population proportion of low-birth weight babies. Set α= .10 so as to produce 90% confidence
intervals. You may treat the sample as a simple random sample of independent observations.
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Figure 5.14. SAS PROC FREQ output. Notice the Wilson and Agresti-Coull confidence intervals
in the middle.
CHAPTER 6
COMPARING MEANS WITH SPSS
In this chapter we will learn how to work with the computer program SPSS. SPSS is short for
“Statistical Package for the Social Sciences”. As of October 1st, 2001, when SPSS was acquired
by IBM it has gone by the name IBM SPSS. We will use the abbreviation SPSS here. SPSS was
designed to be used in the social sciences, however, SPSS is easily capable of carrying out basic
statistical analyses, regardless of the type of data. The chief advantage of SPSS is perhaps its
user friendly format. Throughout this chapter we will emphasize how the user of SPSS can ‘point
and click’ their way through a statistical analysis. We will start by posing three sample problems
before discussing the mathematical theory of ANOVA which we will then keep in mind while
solving these problems using SPSS. This chapter provides a nice opportunity to see both the
students-t statistic and the F statistic in action.
6.1 Sample problems
We will be analyzing a data set called ‘TeacherData.sav’ which contains data from 337 Utah
teachers. It is straightforward to point and click ones way to opening the dataset within SPSS.
Likewise, simply clicking on appropriate tabs will toggle between SPSS’s data view and variable
view as we will see shortly.
The dataset comes from a training session and contains many variables worth of data for
each teacher who attended the training session. Before the training they took a test and their
scores were recorded under ‘prior to training’. After the training they took another test and their
scores were recorded under ‘after training’. In addition, information relevant to their teaching,
and test scores, was recorded. Examples include gender, age, highest degree obtained, number of
years of teaching experience, etc. In all there are 28 variables associated with each teacher. This
results in a data set that has 337 rows and 28 columns. Figure 6.1 shows rows 1–15 in SPSS “Data
View”. We can also select “Variable View” to see how each of the variables (columns) is defined.
Much goes into each variable’s definition. The important topics are highlighted in Figure 6.2.
The 28 variables are indexed in the left–most column. Each variable has a Name and a Label.
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Figure 6.1. SPSS Data View for ‘TeacherData’, Columns 1 through 14
The Label provides meaning and clarity. For example, question 106 was entered under the name
Q106, but not until we see the Label (Reading First school) do we know what this variable is all
about. Teachers were asked whether they work at a Reading First school. If they answered ‘yes’
this was coded and entered as a ‘0’, if they answered ‘no’ this was coded and entered as a ‘1’, as
outlined in the Values column. The statistician who analyzes the data will do so by viewing Labels
(such as Reading First school) and answers (such as ‘yes’ or ‘no’) whereas behind the scenes SPSS
will be working with the numbers. To see the entire coding scheme, click on one of the boxes
under Values, such as that for Level of preparedness. It’s a good idea to spend some time in
Variable View in order to become familiar with the meanings of all the numbers that one sees
in Data View. Regardless of the view, there is a menu bar with headings such as Analyze, and
Graphs. This is where the action happens, as will soon be illustrated (see sections 6.3 and 6.4).
For now we look at some typical questions that might need answering. Keep in mind that we
are considering this data set to be a random sample of Utah teachers. The idea being that we can
use the data to make general claims about Utah teachers. Thus the following questions regard
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Figure 6.2. SPSS Variable View with the Value Labels box in view
Utah teachers.
6.1.1 Comparing two means: T-tests
The following questions all involve the comparison of two means.
1. Do female teachers score higher on the pre test than male teachers?
2. Do teachers from title-one schools score higher on the pre test?
3. Do teachers with a level 2 endorsement score higher on the pre test?
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4. Do teachers from title-one schools learn more during training than the other teachers?
Each of these questions can be answered by conducting t-tests (see section 6.3).
6.1.2 One-way ANOVA
The following questions each involve the comparison of three (or more) means.
1. Do 1st grade teachers, 2nd grade teachers, and 3rd grade teachers all perform comparably
on the pre test?
2. All teachers presumably belong to one of four ‘level of preparedness’ groups. Does each
group score about the same (on average) on the pre test?
3. Did each group improve (as measured by post test minus pre test) about the same on
average, during the training?
Each of these questions can be answered using One-way ANOVA (see section 6.4)
Exercise 6.1. Use SPSS to open the ‘TeacherData.sav’ dataset. Examine both the data view and
the variable view. Make sure to understand the meaning behind each variable name as well as the
different values that each variable can take.
6.2 Mathematical theory
We will answer questions, such as those posed in the previous section, based on the mathe-
matical theory as discussed here. We will be comparing population means based on the infor-
mation obtained via samples. We start with the following assumptions.
• Independent random samples have been taken from each population.
• The populations are normal.
• The population variances are equal.
6.2.1 T-test theory
We have already dealt with single–sample T-tests (see Theorem 5.1). Our single sample pro-
vided the information to test whether the population mean was or was not equal to some speci-
fied value. Here we deal with two populations and introduce two related two–sample T-tests that
are computed automatically by SPSS when comparing population means.
The first is based on the following theorem and assumes equal variances.
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Theorem 6.1. If X1, ..., Xn1 is a random sample from N (µ1,σ
2) and Y1, ...,Yn2 is an independent













Proof. See Bain and Engelhardt [4], Chapter 8.
Corollary 6.2. (Two–sample T-test) Assuming two independent samples (sizes n1 and n2) from

















6.2.2 One-way ANOVA theory
When there are k different populations, rather than running k ! pairwise t-tests, we will run
a single test that allows us to check whether all the population means are the same. This test
is the simplest version of Analysis of Variance, or ANOVA. Keep in mind that this title refers to
the analysis, which deals with variances. The end goal of the test is to detect differences in the
different population means. The test will utilize the following statistic:∑n j
j=1 n j (X¯ j − ¯¯X )2/(k−1)∑k
j=1
∑n j
i=1(Xi j − X¯ j )2/(N −k)
.













is the grand mean of all N =∑kj=1 n j observations. The statistic can be interpreted as follows. The
numerator reflects how spread out the different samples are from each other. The denominator
moderates by taking within-sample variance into account. Thus our statistic is small under the
null and large under the alternative. In fact, under the null, the statistic follows an F distribution.
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Theorem 6.3. For k normal populations (indexed with j ), each with the same mean and variance,
the following statistic follows an F distribution:∑n j
j=1 n j (X¯ j − ¯¯X )2/(k−1)∑k
j=1
∑n j
i=1(Xi j − X¯ j )2/(N −k)
=d F (k−1, N −k).
Proof. See Bain and Engelhardt ([4]), Theorem 12.8.1.
This leads us to the following.
Corollary 6.4. (One-way Anova Hypothesis Test) Assuming k independent samples from normal
populations with equal variances, a size α test of H0 :µ1 = ...=µk uses the statistic∑k
j=1 n j (X¯ j − ¯¯X )2/(k−1)∑k
j=1
∑n j
i=1(Xi j − X¯ j )2/(N −k)
=d F (k−1, N −k)
and rejects H0 if ∑k
j=1 n j (x¯ j − ¯¯x)2/(k−1)∑k
j=1
∑n j
i=1(xi j − x¯ j )2/(N −k)
> f1−α(k−1, N −k).
6.2.3 When the model assumptions fail
The theory from Section 6.2 holds under the assumptions of normality and equal variances.
In the case of the two-sample T-test for example, we can check the equal-variances assump-




We know [4] that upon assuming normality that the distribution of the sample standard devia-
tion can be related to a chi-squared distribution:
(n−1)S2/σ2 =d χ2(n−1)











Under the null hypothesis of equal variances,
σ21
σ22
= 1 and we see that our statistic from (6.1) is




This is the basis for an F-test of equal variances.
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To test the hypothesis of equal variances across k > 2 populations, we could use Bartlett’s test.
















(1+ (k−1)/3)(∑ki=1(1/(Ni −1))−1/(N −k)) .
Under the assumptions of normality and equal variances across groups (homoscedasticity), the
test statistic follows a χ2(k−1) distribution. This can be used to test the null hypothesis of equal
variances across groups, but as with our previously mentioned F-test, this test will again not be
robust against departures from normal data. For more reading on Bartlett’s test see a page from
the National Institute of Standards and Technology’s Engineering Statistics Handbook ([13]).
A more robust procedure for testing equality of variances across multiple groups exists and is
called Levene’s test. This test will be run automatically whenever conducting a T-test or one-way
ANOVA test within SPSS. We summarize the basics of the test here.




i=1 Ni (Z¯i − ¯¯Z )2∑k
i=1
∑Ni
j=1(Zi j − Z¯i )2
, (6.2)
where N is the total number of observations and each Ni is the number of observations in the
i th sample. The Z variables are functions of the (to-be-observed) X variables according to,
• Zi j = |Xi j − X¯i | (the absolute deviation of a measurement from its group mean).




j=1 Zi j .
• Z¯i = 1Ni
∑Ni
j=1 Zi j .
Upon examination of the second fraction in 6.2 we see that as we move away from homoscedastic
samples, the numerator grows. The growth rate depends on the spread of the samples however;
the denominator of the second fraction takes this into account. If we assume normality across
the groups then the statistic is distributed as an F (k − 1, N − k). Levene’s test then rejects ho-
moscedasticity for large values of the computed statistic. Note also that Levene’s test is more
robust against departures from normality than the previously mentioned Bartlett’s test ([14]).
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It should be noted that when we defined Zi j we used the sample mean. Had we used the
median the result would be the Brown–Forsythe test. The trimmed mean can also be used.
Distributional assumptions will determine which version is most appropriate. We will stick to
SPSS’s default settings and deal with Levene’s test only. For more details consult the National
Institute of Standards and Technology’s Engineering Statistics Handbook ([14]).
To effectively utilize Levene’s test within SPSS one need only keep in mind that the null
hypothesis states that all population variances are equal, and that a significant p-value can be
interpreted as reason to reject this equal-variances assumption.
If we have reason to believe that the variances across different populations are all equal, and
Levene’s test failes to reject this assumption, it is then possible, under the assumption of nor-
mality, to use the two-sample t-test or the one-way ANOVA test to compare population means,
as theoretically discussed in Sections 6.2.2 and 6.2.1.
If, however, we have reason to doubt the equal variances assumption, such as perhaps a
significant rejection coming from Levene’s test, we should then turn to alternative methods.
SPSS does not automatically present an alternative test, to be used in place of one-way ANOVA,
in case the equal variances assumption is rejected. In such a scenerio we should perhaps turn
to simulation as a means to compare k > 2 population means. For an introduction to simulation
using R see Chapter 3.
SPSS does however present an alternative test, the unequal variances T-test, that can be used
to compare 2 population means, even when the population variances are thought to be unequal.
This test can be contrasted with the equal variances T-test as discussed in Section 6.2.1 where
we used the statistic






and found it to follow a T distribution. The proof of this fact used the equal variances assumption
though. Without equal variances the statistic






is no longer distributed as a T distribution.
Thus we modify our approach. A relevant statistic to consider is still
(X¯ − Y¯ )− (µ1−µ2).
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After dividing by its standard deviation we see that it is distributed normally:








However, the theoretical quantities σ21 and σ
2
2 are unknown.
We met the same problem when assuming σ21 =σ22 =σ2 and found that upon substituting S2p
for σ2 in





that the result was a T:







Without the unequal variances assumption we can instead make two substitutions. If we















the result is the statistic








We have labeled this statistic with a T because it is approximately distributed as a T distribution,
but not exactly. Furthermore, if we are to treat it as a T then we must know its degrees of freedom.
We approximate the degrees of freedom by considering variances as follows. Note that T refers
to the statistic from (6.3) while T (ν) is the theoretically defined T distribution with ν degrees of
freedom. We use ≈d to indicate approximate equality in distribution. We have assumed







≈d T (ν)= N (0,1)√
χ2(ν)/ν
. (6.4)
Assuming normality and independent samples, we know [4] that the four random quantities, X¯ ,
Y¯ , S21 and S
2

















We next compute the variance of both sides of (6.5). We know in general [4] that
Var(χ2(ν))= 2ν. (6.6)
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Again, since we are assuming normal data,
S2 =d χ2(n−1)σ2/(n−1).
We use this for each sample variance, and by again appealing to equation (6.6) we can compute




































































Assuming now that our distributional approximation in (6.5) is strong enough that the variances





































































This is precisely what we need: an estimate for the approximating degrees of freedom. We can











≈d T (ν) (6.11)
















or the closest natural number. Our two-tailed test of H0 : µ1 = µ2 vs Ha : µ1 6= µ2 then consists of
examining







and rejecting H0 if
|t | > c,
where c is determined from the approximating T (ν) distribution as described in (6.11) and (6.12).
While we have provided some justification for the above procedure it should be noted that the
procedure is largely empirically based. Studies have been done and verified that the procedure
works well in practice. Even without normal data, if either the sample distributions and sizes
are roughly equal, with size greater than five, or even with clearly skewed samples of different
distributions and sizes, as long as the sum of the sizes is greater than forty, then the procedure is
reliable [7].
In the following section we will see how SPSS carries out the procedure.
Exercise 6.2. Gain familiarity with the graphical abilities of SPSS by clicking on Graphs and
then Chart Builder. Explore any variables of interest from the TeacherData dataset by producing
histograms.
6.3 T-tests with SPSS
Here we use SPSS to answer the questions as posed in section 6.1.
Assuming that our samples can be treated as independent random samples from the popula-
tion of Utah teachers we proceed to plot pre test-score histograms for female and male teachers.
To do this we first open Chart Builder by clicking on Graphs and then Chart Builder. Then we
click on Histogram, which allows us to choose an appropriate histogram. Choose the Population
Pyramid histogram and drag it into the top window. Next we position the appropriate variables.
Under Variables click on Gender and drag it to the right, placing it within the Split Variable tab.
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Then we click on prior to training (which stands for the pretest score) and drag it to the right as
well, placing it within the Distribution Variable tab. Click OK to execute. The histogram should
appear in the output window as shown in Figure 6.3. Note that the data have been split into three
groups. The third contains those observations lacking a male or female designation, perhaps due
to error or other reasons. For our purposes these observations can be ignored. Upon inspecting
the female and male histograms we find no obvious reasons for rejecting the normality or equal
variance assumptions. We thus proceed to the t-test where Levenes test of equal variances will
be conducted automatically.
To run the independent-samples t-test click on Analyze, Compare Means, and then Inde-
pendent Samples T-Test. A new window will pop up. Choose Gender as the Grouping Variable.
SPSS allows us the flexibility to define our groups (based on the observations of the grouping
variable), although in this instance we simply specify the obvious: clicking on Define Groups we
specify ‘0’ for group 1 and ‘1’ for group 2. This selects 354 observations of females to be the
first group (sample) and 18 observations of males to be the second group (sample). Finally,
we choose prior to training (pre test scores) as the Test Variable before hitting Continue and
Figure 6.3. Histograms grouped by ‘Gender’ showing the sample distribution of pre test-scores
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then OK to conduct the test. The results will appear in the output window as shown in Figure
6.4. The first thing to check is Levene’s test for equality of variances. The p-value is displayed
under ‘Sig.’ and as expected it is not significant in this case. Thus, both tests may provide useful
information. The results for both tests are displayed in the lowest box and we see that neither t
value is deemed significant. Thus we have reached an answer to our question. While females on
average scored higher (19.61 vs 18.28) the T-test results (t (370) = 1.196, p = .232) failed to reach
statistical significance, even at the α= .1 level. Thus we conclude that the apparent difference in
scores is perhaps simply due to the element of chance in the random sampling.
Another question we might need to answer is the following.
2. Do teachers with a level 2 endorsement score higher on the pre test?
Again, we start with a histogram as shown in Figure 6.5. The figure alerts us to the fact that
both the normality and the equal variances assumptions might not hold. However, with such
large sample sizes, we expect robustness from the ‘equal variances not assumed’ T procedure.
Figure 6.4. Results of the t-test for ‘prior to training’ grouped by ‘Gender’
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Figure 6.5. Histograms grouped by ‘Level 2 endorsement’ showing the sample distribution of pre
test scores
Running an independent samples T-test results in a printout as shown in Figure 6.6. Levene’s
test rejects equal variances so we focus directly on the ‘equal variances not assumed’ row of the
final table. Using the standard α = .05 level of significance we see that the results (t (26.919) =
1.950, p = .062) are in fact insignificant. Had we blindly assumed equal variances we would have
reported significant results (t (371)= 2.615, p = .009). This shows the importance of questioning
the standard assumptions, and also how the degrees of freedom can significantly effect p-values.
Our final question is a matched pairs problem.
3. Do teachers from title-one schools learn more during training than the other teachers?
This problem involves a slight twist. The dependent variable is no longer the pre test score.
It is now the difference between the pre test score and the post test score. We treat this as an
opportunity to learn how to define new variables within SPSS.
Click on Transform and then Compute Variable. Label the new Target Variable as Improve-
ment and define it within the Numeric Expression box as PostTest-PreTest. To this end simply drag
the appropriate labels (after training and prior to training) into the box. Then click OK and the
29th variable, ‘Improvement’, is now a regular part of the data.
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Figure 6.6. Results of the t-test for ‘prior to training’ grouped by ‘Level 2 endorsement’
The next step is then to make a side by side histogram as illustrated in Figure 6.7. The
histogram is consistent with both the normality and equal variances assumptions. To conduct a
T-test we proceed as in example ??, but with Title 1 school as the Grouping Variable and Improve-
ment as the Test Variable. The output is shown in Figure 6.8 Both T-tests give nearly identical
results and lead us to the same conclusion. Teachers from Title 1 schools don’t seem to learn any
more or less than the other teachers during training sessions. But, do they score higher on the
tests?
Exercise 6.3. Do teachers from title-one schools score higher on the pre test?
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Figure 6.7. Histograms grouped by ‘Title 1 school’, showing the sample distribution of ‘Improve-
ment’
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Figure 6.8. Results of the t-test for ‘Improvement’ grouped by ‘Title 1 school’
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6.4 One-way ANOVA with SPSS
Comparing three or more population means (running one way ANOVA) is similar to compar-
ing two population means (running a T-test) although there is no simple alternative procedure
when the equal variances assumption is shown to be false. Thus, we need not run Levene’s test
with the aim of deciding which T-test to use. If the groups have wildly different variances per
perhaps a visual plot of the histograms side by side will serve as the best evidence against equal
means. Conversely, the side by side histogram plot can provide evidence for equal variances,
and since one way ANOVA is robust against deviations from normality (see Kirk [8], Norusis [5])
after obtaining a satisfactory histogram plot we can feel confident in the results of the one way
ANOVA test. So, keeping the need for histograms in mind we meet our first ANOVA example.
1. Do 1st grade teachers, 2nd grade teachers, and 3rd grade teachers all perform comparably
on the pre test?
The histogram can be produced as described previously: start by clicking on Chart Builder.
The resulting output is shown in Figure 6.9. There are no obvious reasons to reject either the
normality or equal variance assumptions so we proceed to test the hypothesis that for each grade
level 1,2,3 the mean pre test score is the same, H0 :µ1 =µ2 =µ3.
To run ANOVA we click on Analyze, Compare Means, and then One-Way-ANOVA resulting in
a one-way-ANOVA box. We next move Grade taught into the Factor box and prior to training into
the Dependent List. Then we click OK and the results appear in the output window as shown in
Figure 6.10. Remember that the computed statistic
∑n j
j=1 n j (X¯ j − ¯¯X )2/(k−1)∑k
j=1
∑n j
i=1(Xi j − X¯ j )2/(N −k)
is distributed, under H0, as F (k−1, N−k). Thus, we see a box labeled with F as part of the ANOVA
output. It is the ratio of the two reported ‘Mean Square’ values, the numerator is labeled with ‘be-
tween groups’ and the denominator with ‘within groups’. This terminology is self-explanatory.
The ‘Sum of Squares’ column is slightly mysterious. It’s not a coincidence that the first two
numbers sum to give the third. This fact, while not needed in this chapter, can be appreciated
through careful study of definitions to be found in Section 7.5.
Similarly, the degrees of freedom column is not essential, although it is useful when formally
reporting the observed F value.
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Figure 6.9. Histograms grouped by ‘Grade taught’, showing the sample distribution of pre test
scores
Figure 6.10. Resulting ANOVA table for ‘prior to training’ grouped by ‘Grade taught’ as produced
by SPSS
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Our focus should be on the final column - the significance column. This column contains
the p-value for the test. We have a highly significant result: F (2,370) = 10.427, p < .000. The
populations do not each have the same mean.
To reach more detailed conclusions we might want to make a box plot. This can be done
(as when making a histogram) with Chart Builder. The resulting output is displayed in Figure
6.11. The box plot suggests that third grade teachers score slightly lower. However, we should
remind ourselves to not necessarily equate the 50th percentile with the mean. We can display
the means for each sample along with some other descriptive statistics. Click on Data then Split
File. We begin by clicking the bullet to the left of Compare groups before moving Grade taught
into the window labeled Groups Based on. We then click OK. SPSS now reads our data set as
Figure 6.11. Box plots for pre test scores, grouped by ‘grade taught’
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three different data sets, one for each grade level. (Warning: make sure to undo the split groups
command when you are done with this analysis.) To see some statistics for each group we click
on Analyze, Descriptive Statistics, and then Descriptives. We then select our variable of interest,
prior to training, and click OK. The results appear as shown in Figure 6.12. These results suggest
that the lower the grade level taught, the higher the teacher’s score on the pretest. We can check
the significance of this observation by running pairwise t-tests, although we do not pursue this
here. We are content with the significant ANOVA result, F (2,370) = 10.427, p < .000: the three
population means are not all the same.
Here is another question that can be answered using ANOVA.
2. All teachers belong to one of five ‘level of preparedness’ groups. Does each group learn the
same amount on average during the training session?
To answer this question we make use of the ‘Improvement’ variable that was created in example 3
of section 6.3. To test the ANOVA assumptions we plot an improvement histogram for each level
of preparadness as shown in Figure 6.13. The assumptions are close enough to being met so we
run ANOVA. The results are displayed in Figure 6.14. We get an insignificant result: F (3,361) =
.322, p = .810. The well-prepared teachers don’t necessarily get more or less out of the training
session. We may even wish to interpret this as evidence for the quality of the training session.
Exercise 6.4. Does each level of preparadness group score the same on average on the pre test?
Figure 6.12. SPSS table of descriptive statistics for ‘prior to training’ test scores, grouped by
‘Grade level’
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Figure 6.13. Histograms grouped by ‘Level of preparedness’, showing the sample distribution of
‘Improvement’, no teachers checked ‘Not prepared at all’




This chapter focuses on linear regression analysis and how standard procedures can be im-
plemented within R. For an introduction to R see Chapter 3.
7.1 Basic review of linear regression
We have the following data
Y x1 x2 . . . xp
Y1 x11 x12 · · · x1p
Y2 x21 x22 · · · x2p






Yn xn1 xn2 · · · xnp
which consist of n corresponding observations for each of p +1 variables. We assume n > p +1
and also that the matrix
X=

1 x11 x12 · · · x1p
1 x21 x22 · · · x2p






1 xn1 xn2 · · · xnp

has full rank. We also assume that the model
Yi =β0+β1xi 1+ ...+βp xi p +²i (7.1)
is appropriate. The x observations are fixed and the observations Yi depend linearly on the fixed
x observations and a random error term ²i . Typically the errors are assumed to be independent
and identically distributed ²i ∼N (0,σ2). There are thus p +2 unspecified parameters. Focus on
the following vector of p+1 parameters:
β= (β0,β1, ...,βp ).
It can be estimated with
βˆ= (X′X)−1X′Y (7.2)
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where X is as defined previously and Y is the vector of n observations of Y . We can use the vector
of fitted values, βˆ= (βˆ0, βˆ1, ..., βˆp ), to define the vector of residuals
r= Y−Xβˆ,
which we can use to estimateσ2. The following theorem nicely summarizes many related results.
Theorem 7.1. If the errors are independent and normally distributed with mean zero and com-
mon variance σ2 then
1. βˆ0, ..., βˆn and σˆ2 are MLEs and also jointly complete and sufficient.
2. βˆhas a multivariate normal distribution with mean vectorβ and covariance matrixσ2(X ′X )−1.
3. nσˆ2/σ2 =d χ2(n−p−1).
4. βˆ and σˆ2 are independent.
5. Each βˆ j is the UMVUE of β j
6. σ˜2 = r′r/(n−p−1) is the UMVUE of σ2.
Proof. See [4], Theorem 15.4.4.
Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2 provide a graphical interpretation.
7.2 The fitted model
In the opening section of this chapter we introduced the (unfit) linear model
Yi =β0+β1xi 1+ ...+βp xi p +²i .
After estimating
β= (β0,β1, ...,βp )
with
βˆ= (βˆ0, βˆ1, ..., βˆp )=X′X)−1X′Y
(see (7.2)), we then have the fitted model
y(x1, ..., xp )= βˆ0+ βˆ1x1+ ...+ βˆp xp .
It is simply a linear function of the x variables and it can be used for prediction. In the context of
a fitted model the symbols y, x1, ..., xp are variable names and do not represent observations of
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Figure 7.1. In case p = 1 we fit a line to the two-dimensional data
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Figure 7.2. In case p = 2 we fit a plane to the three-dimensional data
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data. Another important point is that the fitted coefficients are themselves random quantities.
The fitted model is itself random. This section seeks to reinforce this fact and also introduce
some basic R syntax for linear modeling.
For simplicity we temporarily restric to the case p = 1. That is we wish to model Y as a linear
function of x. We assume the following.
• A linear relationship exists: Yi =β0+β1xi 1+²i .
• The errors are i.i.d. normal with common variance: ²i = Yi − (β0+β1xi 1)=d N (0,σ2).
In practice, these assumptions, although often reasonable, will not be exactly satisfied. While
this is a possible source of error, it’s important to distinguish this error from the error that is built
into the model. To this end, we will begin with an artificial example; one where the regression
assumptions are perfectly satisfied. We simulate some data.
> x_1=rnorm(19,10,3)
> y_1=1+.5*x_1+rnorm(19,0,1)
The fact that the observed x1 values are normally distributed doesn’t play much of a role here.
Also, we arbitrarily set β0 = 1, β1 = 0.5 and σ2 = 1. Keep in mind that in practice these quantities
are unknown. Indeed, a goal of regression analysis is to estimate them.
In R, we can create a linear model and name it with the following syntax.
> LM_1=lm(y_1~x_1)
LM_1
now refers to a linear function y(x1) = βˆ0+ βˆ1x1 that has been fit using the formula from (7.2).








We now have three linear models
LM_1, LM_2, LM_3.
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This is similar to having three observations of a random variable. Each fitted model (observa-
tion) arises from a new sample of bivariate data and the source of the randomness is always
‘rnorm(19,0,1)’.





We have now defined four different linear models based on our simulated data. They can be
plotted in a single graphic by first specifying the graphical parameters, and then for each model
plotting the data and adding its regression line. Titles and colors are specified as well and the
output is displayed in Figure 7.3.







> plot(x,y,main=’All Three Samples Pooled’)
> abline(LM)
Perhaps an even more striking visual is one with all the relevant information superimposed on a
single plot. This is obtained via the following:
> par(mfrow=c(1,1))
> plot(x,y,main=’Randomness of the Fitted Models’) ### a quick way








> abline(1,.5,lwd=2) ###‘lwd’ stands for ’line width’
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All Three Samples Pooled
x
y
Figure 7.3. Each fitted model is different
The output is displayed in Figure 7.4. Again, in practice all we would have is the pooled data and
its associated fitted model LM. The graphic of just the pooled data and its associated regression
line is obtained with the following commands and the output is displayed in Figure 7.5.
> plot(x,y,main=’All that the Experimenter Sees’)
> abline(LM)
Without knowing the true relationship between E(Yx ) and x how can we comment on the ac-
curacy of our fitted model? Many useful statistics have been developed, some of which are
displayed by using R’s ‘summary’ command, which can act on a named linear model.
> summary(LM)
Call:
lm(formula = y ~ x)
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Randomness of the Fitted Models
x
y
Figure 7.4. The samples and associated linear models are color coded. The linear model for the
pooled data is the thin black line. The true linear relationship between E(Yx ) and x is represented
by the thick black line.
Residuals:
Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
-1.8675 -0.5331 -0.1964 0.6322 2.9071
Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 1.02945 0.40637 2.533 0.0142 *
x 0.50627 0.03985 12.706 <2e-16 ***
---
Residual standard error: 0.9819 on 55 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.7459, Adjusted R-squared: 0.7413
F-statistic: 161.4 on 1 and 55 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16
In the sections that follow we will gain familiarity with the above printout.
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All that the Experimenter Sees
x
y
Figure 7.5. The true linear relationship between E(Yx ) and x is unobservable
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Exercise 7.1. Plot the following two dimensional data:
x = c(2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15), and
y = c(.7,1.2,1.4,1.5,1.6,1.9,2.0,2.3,2.1,2.2,2.5,2.6,2.6,2.6).
Do the standard regression assumptions appear to hold?
7.3 Checking the regression assumptions
In the previous section we learned how to use R to fit a linear model and also to print out a
list of summary statistics. These statistics are only as reliable as the assumptions that they are
based on,
• linear relationship: Yi =β0+β1xi 1+²i
• errors i.i.d. normal: ²i = Yi − (β0+β1xi 1)=d N (0,σ2),
thus we had better develop some procedures for checking these assumptions. We do not expect
for these assumptions to be satisfied exactly, thus we will conduct a search for evidence that
strongly refutes the assumptions. The stronger we search, and the less contradictory evidence
we find, the more confidence we will then have in the statistics from the summary.
We illustrate some of the procedures by working with real data. There are many readily
available datasets stored within R. Type swiss to access one of these.
> swiss
R describes this dataset as, ‘Standardized fertility measure and socio–economic indicators for
each of 47 French–speaking provinces of Switzerland at about 1888’. Additional details can be
obtained by typing
>?swiss
So we have at our disposal observations of six different variables for each of forty seven different
counties. For future reference we can name these variables.
> fert=swiss[,1] ###common standardized fertility measure
> agric=swiss[,2] ###percent of males working in agriculture
> exam=swiss[,3] ###percent of draftees receiving highest mark on
entrance exam
> educ=swiss[,4] ###percent of draftees educated beyond primary school
> cath=swiss[,5] ###percent Catholic (as opposed to Protestant)
> IM=swiss[,6] ###measure of live births who live less than one year
Lets examine the relationship between ‘agric’ and ‘fert’ by creating a linear model
>LMag=lm(fert~agric)
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The graphics can be displayed by typing
>plot(agric,fert)
>abline(LMag)
which results in the output displayed in Figure 7.6 For our above ‘LMag’ linear model, based on
the plot, there is no obvious evidence for rejecting the existence of a linear relationship between
E(Yx ) and x.
We use the residuals to gain insight into the errors and to assess the independent-errors as-
sumption. A common technique involves plotting the residuals as a function of the explanatory
observations. Under the independent–errors assumption we can expect this plot to be devoid of
patterns. On the other hand, a pattern suggests that the errors have covariance, and are thus not
independent.










Figure 7.6. Bivariate data and least squares regression line
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Here is how R can make such a residuals plot. First we label the residuals vector for future
reference. Note how this is done through the use of the double dollar sign.
> res=LMag$$residuals
> plot(agric,res)
The output is displayed in Figure 7.7 There is no obvious pattern and thus we have no solid
reason for rejecting the independent-errors assumption, yet.
If the errors display covariance with another variable from the dataset, that is reason enough
to doubt the independent–errors assumption. So we might want to plot the residuals vector
against other variables as well. Another option is to plot the residuals vector against the fitted
values, βˆ0+ βˆ1xi 1. One should not plot the residuals against the Yi values though (see Exercise
7.2). It remains to check for normality of the errors. Once again, we turn to the residuals vector
for information. We can make a histogram using











Figure 7.7. Residuals as a function of the sole predictor ‘agric’
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> hist(res)
and the output is shown in Figure 7.8. The histogram is not wildly non-normal. A Q-Q plot can
give some information as well as seen in Figure 7.9.
> qqnorm(res) ### creates a quantile quantile plot
against a normal random variable
The line is absent of obvious curves which would indicate non-normality. Just to be certain, we

















Figure 7.8. Histogram for the Residuals
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Figure 7.9. Q-Q plot with normal quantiles on the x-axis and the residuals on the y-axis
The null-hypothesis of this test is normality, and thus our insignificant p-value, coupled with the
fact that we don’t expect the residuals to perfectly represent the normality of the errors anyway,
leaves us with no obvious reason to reject the normality assumption.
In fact, neither this test, nor the histogram, Q-Q plot, residuals plot, or bivariate data plot
provided clear evidence to reject any of our assumptions. We thus turn to the summary statistics
with confidence.
We will give them each individual treatment in the sections to come.
Exercise 7.2. For ‘LMag’ as defined above plot the residuals ‘res’ as a function of the observed
fertility rate Yi . Explain why any pattern that results is not reason for doubting the independent
errors assumption.
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Exercise 7.3. Pick two variables from the swiss dataset and run a simple regression. Before sum-
marizing the model, check the assumptions using as many techniques as you can. Do you feel
confident reporting the statistics fromt the summary?
7.4 Interpreting the t statistic
In this section we will show how the t statistic arises in the context of regression. Actually, for
a given linear model, there will be multiple t statistics; one for each of the beta parameters.
We begin with another look at the swiss data-set variables fert and agric. The bivariate plot
with regression line is shown again in Figure 7.10. In the last section we found no reason to
reject the standard regression assumptions. Thus, we feel some confidence in the validity of the
statistics as displayed in the model summary.
> summary(LMag)










Figure 7.10. Bivariate data and least squares regression line
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Call:
lm(formula = fert ~ agric)
Residuals:
Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
-25.5374 -7.8685 -0.6362 9.0464 24.4858
Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 60.30438 4.25126 14.185 <2e-16 ***
agric 0.19420 0.07671 2.532 0.0149 *
---
Residual standard error: 11.82 on 45 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.1247, Adjusted R-squared: 0.1052
F-statistic: 6.409 on 1 and 45 DF, p-value: 0.01492
Notice that each coefficient has an associated t value. We now show how this t-value is com-
puted.
We know from Theorem 7.1 that βˆ has a multivariate normal distribution with mean vector β
and covariance matrix σ2(X ′X )−1. A consequence (see Johnson and Wichern, Result 4.4) is that
the the marginals, the βˆ j ’s, are distributed as N (β j ,σ2(X ′X )−1j j ). Standardizing results in
βˆ j −β j
σ2(X ′X )−1j j
=d N (0,1).
Substituting σ˜2 in for σ2 then by way of Theorem 7.1 leads to the following conclusion:
βˆ j −β j
σ˜2(X ′X )−1j j
=d t (m−n−1).
We state this as a theorem.
Theorem 7.2. If Y1,Y2, ...,Ym are independent with Yi ∼N
(∑n




βˆ j −β j
σ˜2(X ′X )−1j j
=d t (m−n−1).
This holds regardless of the amount of explanatory variables, and allows us to test whether a
given fitted coefficient, βˆ j , is significantly different from zero. The test performed is two-sided
and it is summarized across the appropriate line under ‘coefficients’ in the summary.
For rapid viewing, significant results are denoted with asterics. A single asterix signals signif-
icance at the .05 level, a double asterix at the .01 level and a triple asterix at the .001 level. A single
dot signals significance only at the .1 level.
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As we shall see in the following sections, when there are many explanatory variables, the
t-values for each coefficient provide reason for keeping or omiting that variable from the model.
In our case we conclude (since we have accepted the regression assumptions) that the pop-
ulation intercept β0 is highly significantly different from zero, and that the population slope β1
is significantly different from zero.
Even had we done a one-sided test for the slope, rejecting the null only for aberantly high
(under the null) values of βˆ1, our t value was still high enough to reject the null. Thus, we even
have solid evidence that the population slope β1 is positive.
Caution is advised, however. These results are meant to be interpreted within the context
of the particular parametric model that has been used, namely f er t = β0+β1ag r i c +N (0,σ2).
It is incorrect to conclude that in the real world, specifically French speaking Switzerland, that
the more agriculatural provinces can be expected to be more fertile. Such a broad interpretation
mistakenly assumes that the model is well fit. A quick look back at the plot is enough to convince
the reader that the relationship between f er t and ag r i c is dominated by the error term. Perhaps
ag r i c is not the only measurable variable that exerts a linear influence on f er t .
Indeed, in the next section we will see that after including educ, cath, and I M , in addition
to ag r i c as predictor variables in the linear model, that all of the coefficients will be deemed
significantly different from zero, and remarkably the sign of the estimated coefficient for ag r i c
will have become negative.
Exercise 7.4. Pick two variables from the swiss dataset and run a simple regression analysis. If the
assumptions are satisfied then compute the t statistic for the slope. Do so the long way using the
formula in Theorem 7.2. Remember that R can be used as a calculator. Compare your answer with
the automated result from linear model summary.
7.5 Interpreting R2
In the previous section we mentioned that the model f er t = β0+β1ag r i c +N (0,σ2) is not
well fit to the data. In this section we make this notion more precise. We introduce the R2 and
adjusted−R2 statistics.
As an introduction take a look at the graphics for three separate linear models as shown in
Figure 7.11. Which model is the most useful? There is still a lot of unexplained variance in the top
model, less unexplained variance in the middle model, and almost all the variance is explained in
the bottom model. This does not mean that the bottom model is the most useful though. Might
we not explain Y3 just as well by saying it’s a random variable with mean zero? In other words,
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Figure 7.11. Why is model 2 the best?
x3 does not tell us much about Y3. On the other hand, x2 plays a significant role in the middle
model. Imagine a future observation of x2 where Y2 isn’t known. To best predict Y2 should the
second model be used? Keep these considerations in mind as we define the following terms. Our
aim is to quantify the goodness of fit of a model.
With σ² denoting the standard deviation of the error term and σY the standard deviation of
Y we define the following.
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Definition 7.3. Theoretical R2
1−σ²/σY
This will be our gauge for the goodness of fit of a linear model. Well–fit models have theoret-
ical R2 values close to one. Poorly fit models have theoretical R2 values close to zero. Of course
this theoretical quantity must be estimated from the data. The R2 statistic is a simple estimator.




i=1(Yi − Yˆ )2∑n
i=1(Yi − Y¯ )2
.
R2 performs well when there are only a few explanatory variables in the model. However, with
too many explanatory variables the R2 statistic becomes artificially high. Consider the following











We will fit linear models using various subsets of explanatory variables and observe how the R2
statistic fluctuates. The syntax for adding additional explanatory variables to a model is simple
and displayed in the following table. We write and use the following function
>r2.val=function(x) summary(x)$r.squared
### the dollar sign $ restricts attention to what follows it
in order to quickly abstract R2 values from specified, fitted models. Note that R2 is labeled in R
as ‘Multiple R–squared’. The following table summarizes our results.
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Model R2
lm(y ˜ x_1) 2.735264e-06
lm(y ˜ x_1+x_2) 0.1369587
lm(y ˜ x_1+x_2+x_3) 0.1482091
lm(y ˜ x_1+x_2+x_3+x_4) 0.3160829
lm(y ˜ x_1+x_2+x_3+x_4+x_5) 0.5254409
lm(y ˜ x_1+x_2+x_3+x_4+x_5+x_6) 0.5406889
lm(y ˜ x_1+x_2+x_3+x_4+x_5+x_6+x_7) 0.9770266
lm(y ˜ x_1+x_2+x_3+x_4+x_5+x_6+x_7+x_8) 0.997908
lm(y ˜ x_1+x_2+x_3+x_4+x_5+x_6+x_7+x_8+x_9) 1
Despite the independence of our samples we have high R2 values indicating well fit models when
the number of explanatory variables approaches the sample size. This signals the fact that R2 is a
biased estimator for the theoretical R2. Adjusting for this bias results in the adjusted R2 statistic,
which is unbiased for the theoretical R2.
Definition 7.5. Adjusted R2
adjusted R2 = 1−
(∑n
i=1(Yi − Yˆ )2
)
/(n−p−1)(∑n
i=1(Yi − Y¯ )2
)
/(n−1) .
We can add a column of adjusted R2 values to our previous table, to see how it guards against
overfitting.
Model R2 adjusted R2
lm(y ˜ x_1) 2.735264e-06 -1.249969e-01
lm(y ˜ x_1+x_2) 0.1369587 -0.1096245
lm(y ˜ x_1+x_2+x_3) 0.1482091 -0.2776863
lm(y ˜ x_1+x_2+x_3+x_4) 0.3160829 -0.2310508
lm(y ˜ x_1+x_2+x_3+x_4+x_5) 0.5254409 -0.06775794
lm(y ˜ x_1+x_2+x_3+x_4+x_5+x_6) 0.5406889 -0.3779333
lm(y ˜ x_1+x_2+x_3+x_4+x_5+x_6+x_7) 0.9770266 0.8966199
lm(y ˜ x_1+x_2+x_3+x_4+x_5+x_6+x_7+x_8) 0.997908 0.9811713
lm(y ˜ x_1+x_2+x_3+x_4+x_5+x_6+x_7+x_8+x_9) 1 NaN
The first thing to notice is that for poorly fit data the adjusted R2 can even be negative. Secondly,
notice the positive improvement: adjusted R2 hovers nearer to zero as it should. Except when
the model becomes extremely overfit, then we see even the adjusted R2 approaching 1 when it
shouldn’t. In the section of this chapter on bootstrapping, Section ??, we construct a confidence
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interval for the variance of the R2 statistic. The procedure can be used for the adjusted R2 statistic
as well.
Exercise 7.5. For the swiss dataset try to model - using the ‘lm’ command - fertility as a linear
function of the remaining indicators (the other variables). You can include as many or as few of
the predictors as you wish, but make sure to justify how you arrived at your final choice of model.
Exercise 7.6. For the same dataset try modeling one of the predictors this time, as a function of
a set of the other variables. For example, you might want to try to predict infant mortality as a
function of the other variables.
7.6 Interpreting the F statistic
This section demonstrates how the F statistic is useful in the context of linear regression.
The first subsection demonstrates how the F statistic arises. The middle subsections focus on
useful R-skills such as importing data and saving programs. The last subsection shows how the
F statistic can be used to compare nested models.
7.6.1 How the F statistic arises
After completing the exercises from the previous section we now have some familiarity with
the dilemna of choosing between various subsets of explanatory variables to be used in the linear
model. Various procedures have been developed that choose a subset to be used, however none
of this procedures can be shown to be optimal in all situations. Oftentimes, one is faced with
choosing between two nested models, Y =β0+β1x1+...+βn1 xn1 and Y =β0+β1x1+...+βn1 xn1+
...+βn2 xn2 . By nested we mean that the first, smaller model is contained within the second, larger
model, which also employs the additional predictors xn1+1, xn1+2..., xn2 as explanatory variables.
We want a systematic way of deciding whether the larger model is significantly better than the
smaller model.
We will present here a test with the null hypothesis stating that the additional coefficients
(βn1+1, ...,βn2 ) are all zero.
Under this assumption we use SSEn =∑ni=1(Yˆi − Y¯)2 to define the following statistic:
SSEn1−SSEn2.
The postscript n1 signals that the fitted values come from the smaller model. The postscript n2
signals that the fitted values come from the larger model.
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Under the alternative we expect the statistic to grow and we thus plan to reject the null
when the statistic is large. In fact, we can manipulate the statistic so that under the standard
assumptions it is distributed as an F.





Furthermore, the test that rejects H0 : (βn1+1, ...,βn2 )= (0, ...,0) when the statistic is large is equiva-
lent to the generalized likelihood test.
Proof. See Johnson and Wichern [12] Result 7.6.
The α level for this test can be determined based on considerations of the cost of adding the
extra predictors, and the plan is to adopt the larger model upon rejection of the null.
The special case of n1 = 0 is worth noting. This compares no linear model (just the mean
of the observed y ’s) against a larger linear model. The F statistic then informs us whether or
not the large linear model is significantly better than no model at all. If it is significantly large
(p-value less than α) then we conclude that the model is indeed useful (significantly better than
no model). We can think of the p-value as reporting the probability, given that the predicters in
question are independent of y , of obtaining data as extreme or more extreme than that observed.
Thus the p-value is an inverse measure of the extremity of the data, given that Y is really not a
function of any of the x’s. The lower the p-value the stronger the argument for including at least
one of the considered predicters in the final model. It is this special case where n1 = 1 that R
automatically includes in the summary of a given linear model.
Soon we will illustrate how the F-statistic can be used as a guide for model selection, but first
we learn some new R skills.
7.6.2 Importing data into R
We will be working with a dataset titled ‘Late80sCdata.csv’ and we will assume that it has
been saved to a directory. R should already be pointed toward a given directory. To find out
which one simply type
>getwd() ### stands for ‘get working directory’
[1] "C:/Documents and Settings/u0274545/My Documents"
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If you’re working on a PC the output may be similar to the above. It shows that the current
working directory is the ‘My Documents’ folder. To change directories, to say the Desktop, we
can type the following.
> setwd("C:/Documents and Settings/u0274545/Desktop")
### ‘setwd’ stands for ‘set working directory’
The argument for the function ‘setwd’ is the path for the directory you wish to use.
Now, we wish to access the Late80sCdata set which is saved in ‘comma separated variable’
format (.csv) on the desktop. This can be done as follows. Note how we name the data set within
R as simply Cdata.
> Cdata=read.csv("Late80sCdata.csv",
colClasses = c("character","character",rep("numeric",47)))
The first argument is the name of the file. The second argumet (colClasses) specifies the types
of variables in each column. In our case the first two variables are character variables and the
remaining are numeric. We communicate this fact to R up front in order to avoid problems later
on.
This dataset comes from a study titled Geographic study of mortality, biochemistry, diet and
lifestyle in rural China. For more information see Oxford University’s webpage for the study at
http://www.ctsu.ox.ac.uk/~china/monograph/.
The original data involves observations from 69 different rural counties within China. For
each county 639 variables were measured. The dataset we have loaded into R is a simplification.
Data from only 64 of the counties, choosen because they had complete data are presented.
Also, only 49 of the variables are presented, chosen because they are interesting and easy to






















































Near the end we have some rates for certain diseases and in the beginning we have some lifestyle
variables. The large bulk of the variables concern diet.
In this section we will focus on the following question. At the county level, which dietary
variables influence the average serum cholesterol of the inhabitants?
We plan on selecting an appropriate linear model that will use dietary variables to explain



















































Entering so many definitions can be tedious. Fortunately, the set of commands we have entered
can be saved for future use.
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7.6.3 Saving a program for later use
In this short subsection we illustrate how to save a program for later use.
In the previous section we imported the ‘Late80sCdata.csv’ dataset, naming it ‘Cdata’ be-
fore explicitly labeling each of the variables of interest: ‘County=Cdata[,1]’, ‘Region=Cdata[,2]’,
‘Lat=Cdata[,3]’, etc.
In this section we illustrate a method for packaging this work into a program that can be
applied in the future, thus eliminating the need to retype all that code.





















































Note that we ommited unnecessary commands such as ‘names(Cdata)’. Also, the prompts are
ommited.
The next step is to save the code. We save our code as ‘C.variables.R’. We think of it as a
program that first imports data into R and then labels the variables of interest.
The program can be run by typing the following:
> source("C:\\Documents and Settings\\u0274545\\Desktop\\C.variables.R")
An alternative is to simply ‘copy and paste’ the code back into R.
Regardless, at this point we assume that the variables of interest have been labeled, and we
proceed with our analysis.
7.6.4 Using the F statistic in model selection
We have seen how the F statistic theoretically arises when selecting a model. In this subsec-
tion we give an example of how one might proceed when modeling ‘Total.chol’ in terms of the
predictor variables from the dataset named ‘Cdata’.






‘cor(M)’ gives all the bivariate correlations, which could be useful, but we focus first on just the
correlations with ‘Total.chol’.
> cor(M)[,1]
[1] 1.0000000000 -0.1973348145 -0.1093006699 -0.1620376208 -0.0005138826
[6] 0.5072277737 0.4124833907 0.6030169144 0.4601336657 0.0667673227
[11] -0.1168517897 -0.3229759141 -0.0071552413 0.1033248987 0.0252134393
[16] -0.2263398704 0.2697635859 -0.0481528194 -0.3403142774 -0.2064373012
[21] 0.4962635342 0.5837464345 -0.1510809739 -0.0130059100 0.1105600286
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From this we see that none of the explanatory variables are dominantly correlated with To-
tal.chol. The largest correlation coefficient of .603 arises when comparing Sat.fat with Total.chol.
A bivariate plot can be obtained via
> plot(Sat.fat,Total.chol)
and the output is displayed in Figure 7.12. While the positive association is evident, there re-
mains room for more explanatory variables to be added. The question remains: which explana-
tory variables should be included in the final model?
..



















Figure 7.12. Consumption of saturated fat explains approximately 36 percent of the variance in
cholesterol levels at the county level
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lm(formula = Total.chol ~ Green.veg.freq + Smoked.food + Sat.fat +
Spice + Salt + Green.veg.int + Nuts + Grains + Legumes.int +
Fish + Vit.C)
Residuals:
Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
-10.0594 -3.6029 0.3234 3.7786 14.5712
Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 178.81620 8.39706 21.295 < 2e-16 ***
Green.veg.freq -0.02943 0.01666 -1.767 0.083137 .
Smoked.food -0.06252 0.03012 -2.076 0.042849 *
Sat.fat 1.13447 0.18952 5.986 2.02e-07 ***
Spice -0.20210 0.08690 -2.326 0.023977 *
Salt -0.73017 0.28307 -2.579 0.012764 *
Green.veg.int -0.02023 0.01016 -1.990 0.051806 .
Nuts 0.33238 0.11738 2.832 0.006573 **
Grains -0.02155 0.01054 -2.045 0.045912 *
Legumes.int -0.11080 0.03912 -2.832 0.006561 **
Fish 0.10473 0.03002 3.489 0.000996 ***
Vit.C -12.86641 3.49478 -3.682 0.000552 ***
---
Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1 1
Residual standard error: 6.218 on 52 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.7575, Adjusted R-squared: 0.7062
F-statistic: 14.77 on 11 and 52 DF, p-value: 2.111e-12.





lm(formula = Total.chol ~ Smoked.food + Sat.fat + Spice + Salt +
Green.veg.int + Nuts + Legumes.int + Fish + Vit.C)
Residuals:
Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
-10.65504 -4.54423 0.08324 3.62928 16.02694
Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 165.271774 5.743234 28.777 < 2e-16 ***
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Smoked.food -0.081566 0.029367 -2.778 0.007516 **
Sat.fat 1.125045 0.195703 5.749 4.3e-07 ***
Spice -0.268749 0.084025 -3.198 0.002313 **
Salt -0.762245 0.292062 -2.610 0.011696 *
Green.veg.int -0.030874 0.008725 -3.539 0.000836 ***
Nuts 0.371017 0.118517 3.131 0.002815 **
Legumes.int -0.123795 0.036680 -3.375 0.001373 **
Fish 0.114094 0.028391 4.019 0.000183 ***
Vit.C -12.933707 3.562850 -3.630 0.000630 ***
---
Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1 1
Residual standard error: 6.428 on 54 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.7309, Adjusted R-squared: 0.686
F-statistic: 16.29 on 9 and 54 DF, p-value: 1.650e-12.
This section began with theorem 7.6 which explained how to test whether or not the larger model
is significantly better. The test can be implemented within R by feeding the two models to the
‘anova’ function.
> anova(LMb,LMs)
Analysis of Variance Table
Model 1: Total.chol ~ Green.veg.freq + Smoked.food + Sat.fat + Spice +
Salt + Green.veg.int + Nuts + Grains + Legumes.int + Fish +
Vit.C
Model 2: Total.chol ~ Smoked.food + Sat.fat + Spice + Salt + Green.veg.int +
Nuts + Legumes.int + Fish + Vit.C
Res.Df RSS Df Sum of Sq F Pr(>F)
1 52 2010.23
2 54 2231.35 -2 -221.12 2.86 0.06632 .
---
Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1 1
We focus on the significance of the observed F statistic and find it to be significant only at the .1
level. This tells us that there is not overwhelming reason for using the larger model. Also, since
the adjusted R-squared values are comprable, it make sense to go with the smaller conservative
model, as a guard against overfitting.
Exercise 7.7. Load the dataset ‘Late80sCdata.csv’ into R and fit a linear model of your choice.
Use as many of the tools that we have thus far developed in this chapter as you can.
Practice saving your work in an editor.
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7.7 Bootstrapping
I pulled myself up out of the marsh by my
own pigtail
Baron Munchausen
You will never lift yourself by pulling at
your own boot-straps
Robert Patterson
1 The Baron, it seems, has been able to rely on his ability to pull himself up by his own pigtail, and
we, so far, have been able to rely on parametric assumptions (think normality) when conducting
statistical inference. However, at times such parametric assumptions do not hold. Determined
to do statistics nonetheless, we pull ourselves up by our own bootstraps, employing resampling
techniques. This section illustrates (within the context of a linear model) the technique known
as bootstrapping.
7.7.1 A confidence interval for the mean
We have seen how ‘apply’ can act on, for example, each column of a matrix, and thus allows
us to avoid writing loops (for i in ...).




[1] -0.9534184 0.3045003 -0.8845768 -0.6461511 -0.1899758 1.0746331
[7] -0.5746000 -0.3089100 0.4369594 -0.1930797
$b
[1] 0.46242547 2.21445077 0.04118299 0.62537203 1.17781528 0.76678423
[7] 0.24473969 0.22980972 0.35268908 0.81141186
$c
[1] -0.965140843 2.963351741 -0.385170142 -0.291276007 -0.609883961
[6] -1.909854065 12.261237094 0.452797580 0.009033186 2.860864940
is a list. It is not technically a matrix-type object and thus can not be fed to the ‘apply’ function.












‘lapply’ allows us to write a loop. In the above example, the loop can be thought of as follows. For
a compute the mean. For b compute the mean. For c compute the mean.
Of course, in this section we will be resampling. We will start with some data.
>data=rnorm(100)
Our goal is to construct a set of synthetic samples by resampling with replacement from our
original sample, which we have named ‘data’.
If we want say 500 synthetic samples we can imagine a procedure such as ‘for i in 1:500
resample from data’. We would like for this procedure to record each of the 500 synthetic samples.
All of this can be accomplished using ‘lapply’ as follows.
>resamp.data=function(i) sample(data,replace=T) ### defining a
resampling function
Note that this function differs from functions that we have previously met. Instead of a function
of ‘x’ we have a function of ‘i’. It will be fed a sequence, such as ‘1:50’ or ‘1:500’ and is pre-
programmed to always do the same thing, namely resample with replacement from ‘data’. The
sequence determines how many times we should resample.
In the previous scenerio, we used ‘lapply’ on a list, namely
x=list(a=rnorm(10),b=rexp(10),c=rcauchy(10))
and for each item in the list computed the mean. This time, our list will be a simple sequence,
1:500, and for each item (index) we will compute the prepackaged ‘resamp.data’ function which
resamples our data as described above. This will result in 500 synthetic samples.
>synth.samples=lapply(1:500,resamp.data)




[1] 2.07566386 -1.27182058 -0.83461773 -1.02764985 -0.24293589 -1.27091802
[7] 0.91935221 1.42694438 -1.32802811 -0.06141496 0.59010815 0.37866097
[13] 0.43709147 -1.17247308 -0.80527787 0.15046183 -0.20726564 1.68081722
[19] -1.11222215 -1.50474613 -0.04799725 -0.80527787 -0.72021862 -1.50474613
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[25] 0.44841446 2.28949430 -0.10948591 -0.11091038 1.87521274 -0.33515917
[31] 0.15046183 -1.45194895 -1.14418815 -1.41769001 -1.14418815 -1.27182058
[37] 0.84572374 -0.06141496 0.55209169 1.71354850 -1.17247308 0.43158884
[43] -0.49439165 0.26514391 -1.02764985 -0.83461773 0.43709147 -0.73443032
[49] -1.49806218 -0.49439165 0.44841446 -0.65035653 -1.08605036 -0.10948591
[55] 1.25069106 -0.98369239 -0.65035653 1.25069106 0.45471066 -0.65035653
[61] -1.49806218 -0.72021862 -1.49806218 0.13191304 1.74112239 0.84572374
[67] 0.44725413 0.36160674 -0.04799725 1.43629372 0.14258220 -0.11091038
[73] -0.10948591 0.74205804 -0.83461773 -0.70597135 -0.51578094 1.74112239
[79] -1.17247308 0.36160674 1.43629372 0.44725413 -0.98369239 -1.02764985
[85] 0.06654356 -0.86121665 -0.94700884 -0.65035653 -0.72545416 1.74112239
[91] -1.54503369 0.84572374 -1.54503369 0.55209169 0.26514391 -0.70597135
[97] -1.01766898 -0.51578094 -1.17247308 0.79588115
Typing ‘synth.samples’ would result in the whole list of 500 items, each a synthetic sample,
obtained from our data, of 100 resampled data points.
What good are all these synthetic samples? They can be used to shed light on the variability
of a statistic. Lets take the mean for example.
> mean(data)
[1] 0.03687088
This is our sample mean. It is our point estimate for the population mean ‘µ’. The distribution
for our sample mean is unknown, unless we make parametric assumptions. In this case we have
good reason to assume that the data is normal andσ= 1, because we simulated the data this way.
So we unrealistically know that the sample mean of our data is distributed as N (0,σ/
p
100) =
N (0, .1). Somewhat more realistically, and entirely practically, we only assume the normality of




t = 0.3388, df = 99, p-value = 0.7354
alternative hypothesis: true mean is not equal to 0










t = 0.3388, df = 99, p-value = 0.7354
alternative hypothesis: true mean is not equal to 0





We get a 90% confidence interval for µ. We could have obtained any 1−α confidence interval
this way via
1−α= P [−t∗ <pn X¯ −µ
S













is distributed as a t , but only because of our normality assumption for X . Even without a normal-
ity assumption, other parametric assumptions can lead to confidence intervals in an analogous
way (See Chapter 11 of Bain and Engelhardt [4]). It is the parametric assumption that takes us
from the sample to the inferred confidence interval. Without such an assumption, we can still
proceed by using the nonparametric bootstrap method.
As described above, we sit with just our single observation of x¯,
> mean(data)
[1] 0.03687088
and without any parametric assumptions it is difficult to see how variable our point estimate
might be. We have no choice but to pull ourselves up by our own bootstraps.
We use our sample distribution Fn(x) as our best estimate for the population distribution F .
We pull from this distribution Fn , 100 observations and compute the mean, and we repeat this
procedure 500 times. This results in 500 means which we use to compute the sample mean-of-
the-means which we use to estimate the population mean-of-the-means.
We already have the 500 synthetic samples, listed as ‘synth.samples’
Another use of ‘lapply’ allows us to compute the mean for each item in the list
> means=lapply(synth.samples,mean)
As a technical side note a cleaner printout can be obtained with
> means=sapply(synth.samples,mean)
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By using sapply instead of lapply for this last step we receive a numeric means vector and can
make a histogram. We chop off the extremes of this histogram (the sample of sample means)
using the quantile function and the result is our bootstrapped confidence interval.
> hist(means)
> q=quantile(means,probs = 1:19/20)
> q
5% 10% 15% 20% 25%
-0.1517467777 -0.1093456937 -0.0794119940 -0.0602162160 -0.0395769645
30% 35% 40% 45% 50%
-0.0161594194 0.0004177782 0.0133346883 0.0263110342 0.0418172185
55% 60% 65% 70% 75%
0.0551997900 0.0682768829 0.0809659900 0.0955305758 0.1150101837
80% 85% 90% 95%










The parametric interval of approximately (−.18, .15). The bootstrapped interval is tighter. This
is due to the fact that our synthetic samples, coming from Fn instead of the true F have less
variability.
We introduced the bootstrap in this simulated setting in order to see how it compares to
the parametric method. It performed reasonably well. Next we see how it can be put to use in
practice.
We will again be using the ‘Late80sCdata’ data set. Last time we imported the data and
labeled the variables. We even saved the program that does that so that we can pick up where
we left off. First we set the directory and then run the saved program which leaves us with all
variables well defined and labeled as before.
> getwd()
[1] "C:/Documents and Settings/u0274545/My Documents"
> setwd("C:/Documents and Settings/u0274545/Desktop")
> source("C:\\Documents and Settings\\u0274545\\Desktop\\C.variables.R")
As a reminder. We named the dataset ‘Cdata’. A list of variables can be obtained with ‘ls()’.
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> ls()
[1] "Add.afat" "Add.voil" "Aflatoxin" "Alcohol"
[5] "Animal.food.int" "Antib.use" "Beta.Car" "Birth.def"
[9] "Canc" "Cdata" "County" "DHA"
[13] "Diab" "Diet.chol" "Dist.city" "EPA"
[17] "Fish" "Food.short" "Fruit" "Grains"
[21] "Green.veg.freq" "Green.veg.int" "H.pylori" "HD"
[25] "HDL.chol" "Hep" "Inc" "Ind.prod"
[29] "Lat" "Legumes.freq" "Legumes.int" "Literacy"
[33] "Malaria" "Menst" "Nuts" "Pick.veg"
[37] "Preg.age" "Processed" "Region" "Salt"
[41] "Sat.fat" "Schist" "Smoke" "Smoked.food"
[45] "Spice" "Total.chol" "TV" "Vit.A"
[49] "Vit.C" "Wheat"




lm(formula = Total.chol ~ Green.veg.freq + Smoked.food + Sat.fat +
Salt + Nuts + Legumes.int + Fish)
Residuals:
Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
-13.0540 -5.2612 -0.9298 3.9698 17.7672
Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 151.28531 4.55672 33.200 < 2e-16 ***
Green.veg.freq -0.04691 0.01526 -3.074 0.00326 **
Smoked.food -0.05908 0.03276 -1.803 0.07669 .
Sat.fat 1.27154 0.21457 5.926 2.00e-07 ***
Salt -0.91253 0.32073 -2.845 0.00619 **
Nuts 0.41389 0.13086 3.163 0.00252 **
Legumes.int -0.08507 0.04376 -1.944 0.05693 .
Fish 0.10239 0.03176 3.223 0.00211 **
---
Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1 1
Residual standard error: 7.158 on 56 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.654, Adjusted R-squared: 0.6107
F-statistic: 15.12 on 7 and 56 DF, p-value: 6.545e-11




















Figure 7.13. Residuals plotted against the fitted values for the linear model ‘LM’.
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> hist(res)
creates a histogram as displayed in Figure 7.14. This casts a little doubt on the reliability of the
printout; after all the printout is computed assuming normality of the errors. How reliable then














Figure 7.14. Histogram for the residuals from the linear model ‘LM’.
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7.7.2 Bootstrapping the residuals
Our aim is to create synthetic y observations and then refit the model for these synthetic y
observations, 500 times over. For each synthetic model we will compute an adjusted R2 value
and then analyze the sample distribution. The synthetic y observations will be obtained by
resampling the residuals.
> resamp.res=function(i) sample(res,replace=T) ### defining a resampling
function
> synth.res=lapply(1:500,resamp.res)
We now have a list ‘synth.res’ where each item in the list is a vector of 64 synthetic residuals. The
corresponding list of synthetic y values can then be obtained as follows. Note the first few steps





> res_to_y=function(x) X%*%betas+x ### x will be a vector of synthetic residuals
> synth.y=lapply(synth.res,res_to_y)





We then abstract from this list of synthetic models a list of adjusted R squared values.
> LMs_to_adjR2=function(x) summary(x)$adj.r.squared
> synth.adjR2=lapply(synth.LMs,LMs_to_adjR2)
Finally, we make the vector numeric so we can perform computations.
> synth.adjR2=as.numeric(as.character(synth.adjR2))
We could have also used ‘sapply’ in place of ‘lapply’ in the definition of synth.adjR2 to obtain a
similar result. At this point we can graph a histogram as shown in Figure 7.15.
> hist(synth.adjR2)
This is interesting indeed. The adjusted R2 for the original LM, fitted on the real data, printed
out as part of the summary as 0.6107. This is not in the center of the bootstrapped histogram.
Thus, our confidence interval will not be centered around our observed statistic. The mean of




The quantiles can then be used to estimate a confidence interval for the population adjusted R2.

























Figure 7.15. Histogram for the sample of synthetically, bootstrapped adjusted R2 values
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Exercise 7.8. For the same linear model write code in order to bootstrap the other statistics from
the model summary.
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Figure 1: View of the notebook after computing the moment generating function for Poisson
distributions
In[1]:= f := H1  Θ Exp@-x  ΘDL Boole@0 < xD





Θ Boole@0 < x.
.




Out[3]= 1  H1 - t ΘL
Figure 2: Applying ‘MomentGeneratingFunction’ to exponential distributions
In[1]:= f := H1  Θ Exp@-x  ΘDL Boole@0 < xD
In[2]:= LaplaceTransform@f, x, -tD
Out[2]= -1  H-1 + t ΘL
In[3]:= Simplify@%D
Out[3]= 1  H1 - t ΘL
Figure 3: Applying ‘LaplaceTransform’ to exponential distributions in order to compute mo-
ment generating functions
In [ 1] := f := 1H2 ΘL ExpA-AbsAx- ΗE ΘE
g := 1H2 ΘL ExpA-AbsA-x- ΗE ΘE
In [ 3] := AssumingAElementAΗ, RealsE, LaplaceTransform@g, x, tD+LaplaceTransform@f, x, -tDE
Ou t[ 3] =
-IãΗΘ ΘM H-1+t ΘL Η £ 0
-Jã-ΗΘ Θ J-1+2 ãtΗ+ΗΘ +t ΘNN HH-1+t ΘL H1+t ΘLL True  H2 ΘL+
HãtΗ ΘLH1+t ΘL Η  0
Jã-ΗΘ ΘN H1+t ΘL Η > 0
IΘ I-2 ãtΗ +ãΗΘ +ãΗΘ t ΘMM HH-1+t ΘL H1+t ΘLL True
 H2 ΘL
In [ 4] := Simplify@%D
Ou t[ 4] =
ã
tΗ H1-t2 Θ2L Η ¹ 0
Kã-ΗΘ K-1+t Θ-ã 2ΗΘ H1+t ΘLOO H2 H-1+t2 Θ2LL True
Figure 4: Applying ‘LaplaceTransform’ to double-exponential distributions
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In[1]:= f := H5  H2 Θ^5L x^4L Boole@-Θ < x < ΘD
g := H5  H2 Θ^5L x^4L Boole@-Θ < x < ΘD
In[3]:= dist = ProbabilityDistribution@f, 8x, -Infinity, Infinity<D
Out[3]= ProbabilityDistribution@H5 x.
.
4 Boole@-Θ < x.
.





H5 H-24 t Θ Cosh@t ΘD - 4 t3 Θ3 Cosh@t ΘD +
24 Sinh@t ΘD + 12 t2 Θ2 Sinh@t ΘD + t4 Θ4 Sinh@t ΘDLL  Ht5 Θ5L
Θ > 0
0 True
In[5]:= Simplify@LaplaceTransform@g, x, tD + LaplaceTransform@f, x, -tDD
Out[5]=





LaplaceTransform@g, x, tD + LaplaceTransform@f, x, -tD - MomentGeneratingFunction@dist, tDD
Out[6]= 0
Figure 5: LaplaceTransform and MomentGeneratingFunction give equivalent results
In[1]:= F := Piecewise@88x  4 + 1  2, -1 £ x £ 1<<, ArcTan@xD  Π + 1  2D
In[2]:= dist2 = ProbabilityDistribution@8"CDF", F<, 8x, -Infinity, Infinity<D
Out[2]= ProbabilityDistributionB
1




1  HH1 + x.
.





Out[3]= 1  H4 Π tLã-ä t IΠ t + ã2 ä t Π t + 2 ä t Gamma@0, H-1 - äL tD - 2 ä ã2 ä t t Gamma@0, H-1 + äL tD -
2 ä t Gamma@0, H1 - äL tD + 2 ä ã2 ä t t Gamma@0, H1 + äL tD - 2 ä t Log@-tD +
2 ä ã2 ä t t Log@-tD + 2 ä t Log@H-1 - äL tD - 2 ä ã2 ä t t Log@H-1 + äL tD + 2 ä t Log@tD -
2 ä ã2 ä t t Log@tD - 2 ä t Log@H1 - äL tD + 2 ä ã2 ä t t Log@H1 + äL tD + 2 ãä t Π Sinh@tDM
Figure 6: Computing the moment generating function for dist2 using ‘MomentGenerating-
Function’
In[4]:= F := Piecewise@880, x < -1<, 8Hx + 1L  4, -1 £ x < 0<, 8Hx^4 + 1L  2, 0 £ x < 1<, 81, x ³ 1<<D
G := Piecewise@880, -x < -1<, 8H-x + 1L  4, -1 £ -x < 0<, 8Hx^4 + 1L  2, 0 £ -x < 1<, 81, -x ³ 1<<D
In[6]:= -t LaplaceTransform@G, x, tD + t LaplaceTransform@1 - F, x, -tD + 1
Out[6]= 1 -






24 - 24 ãt + 24 ãt t - 12 ãt t2 + 4 ãt t3 + t4
2 t5
Figure 7: Computing the moment generating function via the most-general Laplace transform
formula
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In[1]:= F := Piecewise@880, x < -1<, 8Hx + 1L  4, -1 £ x < 0<, 8Hx^4 + 1L  2, 0 £ x < 1<, 81, x ³ 1<<D
G := Piecewise@880, -x < -1<, 8H-x + 1L  4, -1 £ -x < 0<, 8Hx^4 + 1L  2, 0 £ -x < 1<, 81, -x ³ 1<<D
In[3]:= -t LaplaceTransform@G, x, tD + t LaplaceTransform@1 - F, x, -tD + 1
Out[3]= 1 - Hã-t H1 - ãt + ãt tLL  H4 tL + t H-1  t + H24 - 24 ãt + 24 ãt t - 12 ãt t2 + 4 ãt t3 + t4L  H2 t5LL
In[4]:= Simplify@%D
Out[4]= Hã-t H-t3 + 8 ã2 t H-6 + 6 t - 3 t2 + t3L + ãt H48 + t3 + t4LLL  H4 t4L












































Figure 9: 19 kernel density estimates (standard normal kernal) for the density of various per-




















































Figure 10: 20 kernel density estimates (standard normal kernal) for the density of various per-
centiles, 1%(upper left),2%(to the right),...,10%,90%,91%,...,99%(lower right), of 1, 000 stan-










































Figure 11: 20 kernel density estimates (standard normal kernal) for the density of various per-
centiles, 1%(upper left),2%(to the right),...,10%,90%,91%,...,99%(lower right), of 1, 000 stan-
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Figure 12: 20 kernel density estimates (standard normal kernal) for the density of various per-
centiles, 1%(upper left),2%(to the right),...,10%,90%,91%,...,99%(lower right), of 1, 000 stan-
dard Cauchy random variables
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Figure 13: Simulated densities (n = 1, 000) for X1000:1000 where X ∼ exponential, normal,
log-normal, illustrating Type 1 limiting distributions for the maximal order statistics
8








































Figure 14: Simulated densities (n = 1, 000) for X1000:1000 where X ∼ uniform(0,1), beta(2,2),
beta(.5,.5), illustrating Type 2 limiting distributions for the maximal order statistics
9





























Figure 15: Simulated densities (n = 1, 000) forX1000:1000 whereX ∼ Cauchy, Slash, illustrating
Type 3 limiting distributions for the maximal order statistics
Figure 16: SAS: Log window
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Figure 17: SAS: Output window
Figure 18: Histogram showing the distribution of the Hockey Stick data
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